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By letters of 7 December 1977 and J-6 Ivlay 1978 the Commission of
the European Comrnunities forwarded to the European Parliament:
- 
the revenue and er<penditure accounts and the balance sheet in
respect of the inplementation of the budget for the 1976 financial
year;
- 
the report of the Audit Board on the accounts for the 1976 financial
year, followed by the replies of the institutions.
On 5 June 1978 the President of the European ?arliament referred
these documents to the Committee on Budgets as the committee responsible
and to the Committee on Development and Cooperation for its opinion.
l,!r Cointat was appointed rapporteur on 2 November L977 .
The Control Subcommittee considered the problems of the discharge
in respect of L976 at its meetings of 30 January, 27 February, 21 March,
17 April, 9 June, 19 June and 25 September 1978.
The Committee on Budgets considered the draft report at its
meeting of 22 November 1978 and adopted it unanimously.
Present: Mr Lange, chairman; Mr Aigner, vice-chairmani
Mr Cointat, rapporteur; Lord Bessborough, Iord Bruce of Donington,
I"1r Fr0h, Mr Nie1sen, Mr Notenboom, Ivlr Ripamonti, Mr Schreiber,
!!r Shaw and Mr Spinelli.
The opinion of the Committee on Development and Cooperation is
annexed to this report.
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AI
The Committee on Budgets hereby submits to the European Parliament the
following ProPosed decision:
PROPOSED DECISTON
dn the accountg of the European Parliament and the discharge in
respect to the 1976 financial Year
The European Parliament
- 
having regard to the interim report of the committee on tsudgets
(Doc. 94/77) ,
- having regard to its resolution of 9 May 1977,1
- having regard to the revenue and expenditure accounts and the statements
of assets and liabilities of the Communit,ies for the accountancy procedures
in respect of the 1975 budget and to the report of the Audit Board for the
accounts for the J976 financial year (Doc- L32/78),
- having regard to the report of the Committee on Budgets (Doc.489/781
l. Fixes the budget of the European Parliament as at 3I December 1976 at a
final figure of 45,805,859.54 u.a. including expenditure commitments
incurred during that financial year of 42,O49,987'88 u'a' actually sPent
and 3,755,871.65 u.a. still to be paid out at the end of that financial
year t
Z. CaIIs on its administration and the other institutions of the Community
to take appropriate action on the comnlents of the Audit Board as regalds
operating exPenditure ;
3. Requests the responsible bodies, and in particular the financial controller,
to ensure that the provisions of the Fj-nancial Regulation and the Staff
' Regulations are fullY aPPIied;
4. points to the more detailed scrutiny made by it, on the initiative of its
' Comnrittee on Budgets, to reduce the estimates so that they corresPond
nrore accurately to realistic expenditure requirements;
5. Instruct.s its administration to seek ways of reducing administrative
. expenditure, espe(:i.tLIy that arising from the upkeep of premises and
from recruitment, by means of cooperation with the other institutions
and by rationalisation;
6. Grants a discharge to its President and Secretary-General Pursuant Lo
Rule 50a (3) of its Rules of Procedure.
I OJ *,r. c 133 of 6.6.77
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II
The Comnittee on Budgets hereby submits to the European Parliament the
following ProPosed decision :
PROPOSED DECISION
on the discharge to be granted to the commission in respect of the inplementa-
tion of the budget of the European Communities for the 1976 financial year
The EuroPean Parliament,
- 
having regard to the Treaty establishing the ECSC and i-n particular Ar|-icle
78 (8) thereof,
- 
having regard to the Treaty estabtishirg the EEC and in particular the third
paragraPh of Article 2Q6 thereof '
- 
having regard to the Treaty establishing the EAEC and in particular the
third paragraph of Article 18o thereof'
- having regard to the revenue and expenditure.accounts and l-he financial
statements for the accountancy procedures in resPect of the budget for the
1976 financial Year,
- 
having regard to the report of the Audit Board on the accounts for the 1975
financial year and the answers of the rnstitutions to the rePort (Doc. 132/78') ,
- 
having regard to the Council recommendation on the granting of a discharge to
the Cornmission in respect of the implementation of the budget for the 1976
financial Year (Doc- 3L7/781 ,
- having regard to the rePort of the Committee on Budgets (Doc. 489/781 ,
l. .. Notes thaE
(a)Estimatesofrevetlttefort}re1976financjal1,ear
I ,5O9 ,738 ,961 u.a .totalled
(b) Estimates of expenditure for the L976 financial
yeartotalled8,470,609,608tr.a.
2. Notes that
(a) Expenditure to be met from revenue for the
financial year totalled 7,952,574,59L u.a.
(b) Appropriations (commitments) utilized during
the financial year totalled 8,31I ,464,518.47 u.a.
l. Grants a discharge to the Conmission in respect of the following amount
shown in the revenue and expenditure accourt a:
- 
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(a ) Re venue
- Entitlement for the 1976 financial year 7,ggj,2L7,g97.32 u.a.
- Entitlement collected at 3l December 1976 7,423,g7O,669.15 u.a.
broken down as follows:
1. Amounts collected from the entitlement
for the financial year 6,5g9,035,05g.13 u.a.
2. Amounts colleeted from entitlement
carried fomard from the preceding
financial year 834,835,611.02 u.a.
(b) Expenditure (payments ehown in the accounts
for the financial year) 6,257,193,266.96 u.a.
4. Points out that the surplus of r"u"nu"r over expenditure for the
financial y"^rz, totalling 4O,542,573.12 u.a. is being carried
forward to the following financial yeari
5. Draws at'tention to its resolution embodying the comments accompanying
the decision granting a discharge and requests the Institutions to
report on the measures taken following those comments in accordance
with Article 85 of the Financial Regulation;
6. fnstructs its President to communicate this decision and the attaehed
comments to the Commission of the European Communities, to for*rard
them to the other Institutions and to arrange for their publication
in the Official Journal (L series).
lsee 3 (a) first indent: 7,993,2L7,897.32 u.a.
2S.e 2 (a) : 7,952,574,591 u.a.
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Ti're Ccr,mi.Ltee on Budgets hereby submits to the European parlianrent
the foilo!/ing ProPosed decision:
PROPOSED DECISION
on the Clscherge to l:e granted to the Commission of the European
Cornnunj.tie-s j-n rc'spect of the inplementation of the activLtlos of the fourth
Eu::cc,:an Je're iopment Fund for the 1975 financial year
- ?he_11_qlql1n PaJ I iament,
* havintt regarci to the Treaty establishing the European Economic
' Ccilimunity arrd in particular the third paragraph of Article 206 thereof,
- having r:eqard to the ACP-EEC Convention of Lomd,,
- having '::egard lo the internal agreement on the finaneing and adminis-
tration of comlTrunity aidl,
- having regard to the revenue and expenditure account, the balance
sireet- and tile report on the activities of the fourth European Develop-
ment Sundl aclopted on 31 December Lg'76,
, - having regard co the report of the Audit Board on the accounts for the
L975 financial year and the answers of the Institutions to the report,
- havinc resarci to the Council reeommendation, (Doe. 435/7a),
: havini re{ard to the report of the Committee on Budgets(Doc.489/78)
I. crant$ a discharge to the Commission in respect of the following amounts
shown in the revenue and expenditure accounts for the 1976 financial
year:
- revenue: amounting to L34,598,787.45 EUA
- 
expenditure (payments): amounting to 97,47O,907.85 EUA
2. Draws attention to its resolution embodying the comments accompanying
the decision granting a discharge and reguests the Conunission to report
on t-he measures taken following those comments in accordance with Article
67 (2) of the Pinancial Regulation applicable to the fourth EDF3;
1 
,)J *o . r, 25/76
2 oJ No . r, 2s4/77
3 o.l tgo . L 229/76, 9.9
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3. InsLructs its president to communicate this decision and the attached
comnents to the Commission of the European Communities, to forward them
to the other Institutions and to arrange for their publication in the
Official Journal (L series).
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IV
llr.. The Corunlttee on Budgets hereby submits to the European Parliament the
lollollng motion for a reeolutrqn together with explanatory statement:
MCvXLON rOn.e nesolurou
Dn thc commenta acconPanying the decisions granting a discharge on the
l.fiplcmcntation of the budget of the Buropean communities for the 1976 financial
flrr
:
IDe EuroPean Parliament-,
i. Draws the attention of all the tnstitutions to the irregulariLies
and aberrations noted by the Audit Board, and invitses them to take all
mGasureB neceEsary for their eradication'
Z, Ingtructs its Control Subconunittee to give the closest possible attention
to action taken on the comments accompanying the decisions granting a
, dlrcharge ln respect of the 1975 financlal year, and to report on the
mattor to thc Comnittee on Budgets,
,.iih lfOtor that the pattern of expenditure in the 1976 budget bears no relation
to tho major factors influencing economic policy during the period, auch
aa inflatlon, unemployment and the impact of the drought on harvest ylelde I
4. Emphasizes that the 1975 financial year was notable for the rapid
take-off of the Regional Fund, initial progress on the EAGGF Guidance
, 
section and the conununity campaign of solidarity on behalf of the
i, Friuli disaster victims;
5. RGgrets the etagnatlon itl foorl aicl an<l research expenditure during the
, atna Period;
6, Drplorea tire dlstortj.ons af fectlng tlre decisions of the Budgetary
Authorlty, cauted by an exceeeive nrrmber of transfers, carryings forvrard,
canccllatlont and aupptementary budgets, particularly since the deciElonB
ln queatlon were reached withln the framework of the inter-instltutional
dlaLogue;
Ervtnue
7. Requests the Commission to ensure that the Community character of own
. 
reaources is not called i-nto guestion by the national procedures employed
for the establighment, collection and palrment of such resourees i
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8.
o
Protrrcses that the Commission should
information on these procedures and
its task;
be provided automatically with
their operaticn j-n order to facilitate
calls upon the commission to see to it that the Member states compry
strictry with the obligatlon imposed on them by the community regulations
to provide the commission with the i-nformat-ion it needs for the exercise
of its responsibilities, and stresses that rt is in the inLerests of all
concerned for the commj-ssion to be able to ensure the effective operation
of the system;
r0' rs following with great interest, the commission,s efforts to coordinate
on-the-spot audits in the Member states; asks that its contror subcommittee
shourd be notified regurarly of the results of these audits and their
coordination;
11' considers that the entry into force of financiar autonomy wllr considerablyincrease the commission's responsibilities in respect of the implementatj.on
of the 'revenue' section of the budget and is in favour of a corresponding
increase in the staff responsible- for auditing and the mdncrg€h€nt of revenue,
without any alteration in the present -{ecentralized structure;
'\,.,
L2' Notes that the current presentation of the 'revenue,section of the Budgetdoes not allow the Budgetary Authority and the Discharge Authority to carry
out their responsibilities satisfactorily; is, moreover, of the view thatthe budgetary transparency of the section on revenue is unrj.kery to be
markedly improved except on the basis of thorough reform of the agricultural
funds and hence of the entire CAp system;
13. urqes the corunission to take steps in the near future to promote the use ,
of the EUA for the calculation and payment of Comm:nity fines;.
14. Instrrtr:ts iLS Conl.rol I-irrbr:ommj LLer. to make 1 {cla llecl review of the
co!runrrrrir-y'rr Jrrrlrlir:at-irrrrs pol i.<:y, wrLh parLicrlar reterer)L.e to Ll)e cost
of prorlrrcirr<.J Lhese prrbl i eat_r orrs ;
Opera t i n cr 
_o&glls!1lJlS
15. Notes that a relativery high proportjon of sLaft are not covered by theStaff Regulations of Officials of the European cornnunrties. Although
the recruitment of such staff facilitates a more flexible staff policy,
it should be kePt to an absolute minimum and <liscrimination against oLher
persons, who have to go through the competition procedure.- should be
avoided;
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16. Feels that recruitment procedures should be closely coordinated between
the institut.jcrns and that , for r:ertain grades at least, it shorrld be
por;s ilrl.r: t.<,r rrsc i<> irrt rcserve I i.st-s ;
17. Calls on the Commission to extenrj the measures it has introduced to
encourage staff mol)iIjty Lo the concept of mobrli.Ly betweerr insLitr.rtions;
invi.b.es the other inst il-riLions Lo Lake nre.tsrrres to thi-s ef fect;
18. Considers that cleai and precise conditions governing ad personam
promotion shoukl be drawn up for applicat.ion in al-I the instrtutions,
ancl wiIl carefully moni tor the course of future blldgetary procedures,
the creatlon of ad personam posts;
qomments with recrard 
_I!f-oPe_e!--8afl-fenen!
19. Calls on the admini.sLration of the Llrrropean Parliantent to take the
appropri.ate sLeps to conform wi.Lh tire recommendations in the Audit Board's
report on administrative experrditrrre for L976;
20. Notes that as regards transfers t'rf sums abroad by officrals, the total
amount rema.ined relaLively irrsicprrf ir:.rrrt;rnd did rrot exceerl a certain
percer)Lage of st-af f' salari-es, ancl that Lhese transfers wiIl, ln ;rny ('ase,
cease to bring any excharrqe profits after introductjon of the Lrlropean
Uni t <>f Accourr t f or admi.n r stral- j.ve expend i trtre ;
2L. InstrucLs its Subcorrunittee, follow j rrg receipL of prelrm-rnary str-rdies, to
formulate recommendations to rationalize acquisrt-ions policy, subst-ituti-ng
'purchas ing f or ren t-i ng where appropri ate ;
Expenditure op researeh and_ investment
22. Has noted the efforts of the Commission to enhanee the clarity and
transparency of the presentation of the research and investment
appropriations;
Pt) 54 .55 L/ f.in.
23.
24.
25.
Considers that the tendering system should be used as wj.dely as possrble
and insists that invitations to tender should be issued only after a
detailed examination of requirements and after careful planning;
Notes that delays in decision-making in the case of .lET caused an
avoidable loss of several million EUA to the community and urges
simplification of the decision-making procedures to avoid recurrence
of such regrettable situations; 
r
Believes that careful attention should be paid to the desirability of
concentrating Community research efforts on a limited number of lines
which dovetaj.r and synchronize with existing programmes, conducted on
a national basis and which could be prosecuted vigorously rather than
diluting the Community effort by spreading the limited funds available'
over too wide an area with a watering can effect;
rnsists that an effective system for the gauging of return on outlay
be evolved, in so far as it is reari.stic to arrive at value judgements
about research;
2?. re of the riiew that a policy of a degree of mobility for researchers
should conetitute an integral part of the overall Community approach
to research;
t'
28. Draws attention to the need for maintaining the appropriate balance
between staff costs and expenditure on operational research.
Euratom Supplv Aqencv
Notes from the Agency's operating account that the budget, which was
largely financed hrith a commission suDsidy, amounted to 45g,g79 u.a. and
welcomes the fact that no major irregularitj.es were found by the Audit
Board;
Instructs the Commj.Ltee orl tJudgets to contirrue to study, togeLher with
the Commission, the financial management of r-he Enratom Supply Agency at
the t.ime of the audit for the next financial year;
26.
29.
30.
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SociaI Fund
31. Notes that, once again, payments made in the 1976 financial year on the
basis of appropriations for the financial year were insignificant (I.81',.);
that the total of cancelled appropriations from the 1974 and 1975 financial
years amounted to 90 m EUA and that this figure rose still higher, to
227 m EIJA, in the 1977 financial year;
32. Endorses the Control Subcommittee's view that the Comrnission's internal
implementing procedures and administrative practices should be revised
so as to reduce the delays observed in the making of payments i
33. Refers in this connection to the discussions held within the framework
of the budgetary procedure for the 1979 financial year, and to the
efforts to find ne!{ procedures such as will improve the flow of
appropriations and to develop new ideas on cooperation with the Member
States;
34. Invites the Commission to submit proposals to this end;
35. Instructs its Control Subcommittee to give close attention, particularly
during the discharge procedure for the L977 frnancial year, to such of
these p::oblems as remain unresolved;
Europea.n Reqional Development Fund
36. Notes that the rate of utilization of commitment and payment appropriations
has been satisfactory but nevertheless rnvites the Commission to urge the
lvlember States to accelerate implementat.ion of the operations for which
t-hey are responsible;
17. Reqllests the cornmission to see to it that more uniform use is made of the
appropriations withi.n the quotas allocated to each Member State;
3u. Notes Lhat no majr:r irregularrty \ras reported during the financial year;
39. ltrevertheless cal1s upon the Comrnission to examine with all due stringency
all applrcations for assistance so as to ensure the effectiveness of
financing in terms of the objectives pursued, and also to avoid harming
t-he prestige of the Community's activities;
-L4- PE 54.55I/ f:-n.
EAGGE 
- Guarantee
40' considers that it is appropriate to l.ook at the guarantee anci guidance
aspects of the EA.G' jointry wherr examining the impact of money spentin the context of the conmon agricultural policy;
4L.
42.
44.
45.
Reiterates its view trrat greater emphasis shourd be laid
outlay if the continued emerg'ence of persistent surprusesintervention costs is to be minimized;
on guidance
with resultant
I
i
I
I
I
Berieves that there is a danger that aid to agricurture by the Memberstates could run counter to the objectives of the common agricurturalpolicy by having protective effects and that such aid needs to be examinedcarefully;
43. urges that the crosing of EAccF accounts for earrier financialbe expedited and recarrs that it made avaitabre 37 extra posts
1978 budget to help the commission carry out its responsibility
area i
years
in the
in this
Appreciatee thaE it is difficurt to measure precisely the economiceffects of the agri-monetary system but urges the cormrission to pursueits efforts at quantification in this area;
Asks that every 
€rrul. be made to measure
and generally open up the possibility for
in the sphere of agriculture;
costs, draft possible alteJnatives,
the making of political chJices
4(t. Expresses its surprise at the relatively
reported by several Member States underbeef and dairy products sectors;
47. Delrlores the fact that the Commission shouldpoint out that (a) it is sometimes necessary
of the deadllnes for reporting irregularities
tende to omit cletails;
' few cases of irregularities
Regulation 293/72, particularly in the
find itself obliged to
to remind Member States
and (b) the data received
48 
' !'eilre that the complexity of Community regurations may be rendering thedetecLion of irregularities more difficult and therefore carls for asimplification of these regulations;
Pa 54.55L,/ liyr.-Lr-
50.
51.
53.
54.
49. Ia concerned at the slow rate of recovery of the amounts involved in
those irregularj-ties which come to light and recommdnds a speeding up of
recovery procedures;
Considers the work of the Specral Audit Mission to be particularly
positive and useful and recommends that it be extended and intensified;
Notes that, in its final report, the Audit tsoard ' was unable to conclude
that financial management in the sectors investigated has been sound in
the sense of achieving the desired objectives at the lowest possible cost
or even, in certaj.n cases, of achieving them at all' and sees in thj.s a
measure of the size of the task confronting the nev, Court of Auditors in
its work in relation to the EAGGF:
52. Reiterates its demand that a fuller breakdown of intervention costs should
be providecl in future buclgets and that the Commission should provide, by
the end of this year, a report on the working of the intervention system;
Believes that longer-term projections of Community production capacity
and demand for agricultural products are an essential adjunct to management
control of the EAGGF, from the effectiveness viewpoint, and asks the
Commission to put the preparation of such projections in hand;
Calls for wider use of the tendering system to enable the EAGGF to operate
as efficiently as possible;
55 . Suggests t;hat t]it . 
-..-'t-. cf Aud j.tors sirould cornment in detail, in its
annual report, on tire operat:"on of the j-rrtervention agencies;
EAGGF 
- 
Guj.dange_
56. Emphas.izes that the farm structures guidance policy can make a decisive
contri-bution to the reduction of social and economi-c imbalances within
tl're Corununity;
57 . Asks, therefore, for the appropriations in respect of the activities of
the Fund t-o be fixed commensurately wlth real needs, withj.n the frame-
work of the budgetary procedures;
-16- Pii 54 .5sl/ fin.
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58. Considers, neverthe'ress, that to ensure that the funds are actuarry
used and are channelled towards the least developed regions, a simplerfinancing syshem should be estabrishe<l and the Member states should be
encouraged to adopt less compricated bureaucratic procedures;
Asks once again for an effective rink to be estabr,ished between the
i-nstruments (particularly the social Fund and the Regional Fund) which
are capable of providing a practical response to problems of economic
development;
rnvites the commission to take especiar care to ensure that projects
financed with the participation of the EAGGF contain features of a kind
t-hat enable the community aspects of the'und to be appreciated;
urges all the rerevant rnstitutions tc intensify their contror
operationg to ensure that the principles and aims described above
are truly reflected in the management of the Fund;
59.
60.
61.
I
I
I
I
I
j
Development A:.d
62. Recommends that the development aid appropriations shourd be presented
more consistentry, that responsibilities should be divided between the
council, parriament and the commission as uniformry as possibre forTitle rx as a whole and that methods of management and control be
harmonized;
63 ' Draws attention to the shortcomings and delays in the budgetary management
of food aid and reiterates its concern that the budgetary ancl tegar
relationship between food aid and the EAGGT'cuarantee Fund courd makefood aid poricy dependent on the vicissitudes of the conmon agriculturalpolicy;
r:4 
' r'xpresses its surprise ;rt the comrni.ssion's reluctance to utilize the
appropriations provide<1 for ;rid to the non-associated deveroping countries
withoutthe Council's formal approval ;
Development Fr.rnd
65. Notes the practical- difficulties arising fr:om the introduction of the
L-lrA in the EDF; wilr c10 its utmost. to find a sorution to these
difficulties; considers, nevertheless, that they are not such as to
r:ast doubt on the principle of the use of the EUA as an accounting
-L7- PE 54 .551/f.in.
instrument, an instrument for the execution of 1>rojects and a unit
of currencY;
6€r. WiIl reinforce its control over the EDF appropriations for whose
utiliaation the tllll is responsible;
67. Attaches particular importance to the introduction of mechanisms
allowing for greater parliamentary control over the appropriations
earmarkerl for aid to the ACP in the context of an EDF which is
incorporated in the budget;
68. Will pursue its investigation, in collaboration with the relevant
departments and the Court of Auditors, into the working of the delegations
in the ACp States and the effectiveness of the STABEX mechanisms.
-18- PE 54 .S,t/t.Ln.
vThc Commj.ttee on tludclets hercby submits to the Europt an Parlianrent
the following nrotion for: a resolution, togethcr with cxplanatory statement:
MO?ION FOR A RESOLI.'TION
embodying the opinion of the European parliament on the granting of a
discharge to the Commission of the European Communities in respect of
the activities of the first. second and third European Development Funds
for the 1975 financial year
The European Parliament,
- having regard to the report of the Audit Board on the aecounts for the
1976 financial year and the answers of the Institutions to the report
(Doc. L32/78),
- having regard to the report of the committee on Br,rdgets and the opinion
of the committee on Development and cooperation (Doc. 499/79),
1. Invites the Council to grant a discharge to the Commission in respect
of the financial management of the first, second and third EDF,s during
the 1976 financial year;
2- Recommends that the Council ensure that the ceiling arrangements for
the second and third EDFs be supplemented by the following measures:
- suspension of decisions to commit the outstanding balance of the
second EDF,
- transfer of the outstanding balance to the third EDF.
-L't- Py, 54.55L,/f i\.
BEXPIANATORY S TATE.MENT
PART ONE: GENERAL
1. With direct elections to the European Parliament on the horizon,
the discharge for the 1976 financial year Provides an opportunity for
noting that the scope of Parl-iament's budgetary control powers is now
generally recognized and that by setting up a budgetary control sub-
'|
committee' it h"" provided the directly elected Parliament with an
instrument capable of making an effective contribution to work in this
area.
I. Principles and structure of Parliament ' s ,budctetarv control
2. Parliament has been prompted to take resolute action for the
following two reasons:
(a) the effectiveness of its budgetary powers depends directly
on the control it has over the implementation of its decisions.
on the other hand, decisions whose implementation is uncon-
trolled could well prove to be of little value and on the
other Parliament cannot take informed budgetary decisions
unless it has acquired sufficient experience through its
control activities.
(b) parliament has concentrated its control functions primarily
in the budgetary sector because it is there that its Powers
are greatest.
3. After two years' exPerience
the following observations may be
Parliament:
of the functioning of the subcommittee,
of benefit to the directly elected
(a) parliament's political control is the necessary extension of
its internal and external technical control functions. Close
collaboration with the financial control body, other internaL
controls and the Court of Auditors is essential. The sub-
committee provides a fit setting for these contacts because
it is permanent and specialized.
IS"" r""olution of 16 June 1976 - oJ No. c L59/76, p'L6
RePort bY I',lr Cointat
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(b) Parliarnentary control is politically effective only if it is
t,imely. Recurrent work (discharge, quarterly reports and
financial- reports) must be carried out promptly. I'his
political aspect is conditioned by Parliament's ability to
take practical action on the individual matters consiclered
by it.
The area to be controlled is immense. Specialization by
members of the subcommittee is not only very useful, it also
ensures closer collaboration with the Commission and the
Court of Auditors.
Although essentially political, Parliament's budgetary
control- must not be isolated from problems of substance:
there must be some contact between buclgetary control and the
parliamentary committees responsible for those problems-
The raison d'6tre of budgetary control lies i.n the preparation
and following up of budgetary decisions. A special- J-ink
with the Committee on Budgets is therefore essential"
From the politicat angle, budgetary control is a highJ-y worth-
whil-e activity, but it demands much time and effort on the
part of the Members involved. only a relatively small number
of Members can be subjected to such working conditions but
the political groups and different nationalities must never-
theless be fairlY rePresented.
parliamentary control reguires meticulous administrative and
technical preparation. Consideration could be given to
alLocating duties in the secretariat according to the areas to
be controlled, although the organic link with the committee
on Budgets must be maintained.
(c)
(d)
(e)
(f)
(s)
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I
II. Special features of the discharqe procedure for the 1976 financial
year
4. The 1976 discharge procedure marks the end of the transitional
arrangements for external Community.eontrol. With the entry into force
of the Treaty of 22 JuIy 1975, ParJ-iament alone now grants the discharge
to the Comm.ission on a simple recommendation from the CounciL.
The report on the accounts for the 1976 financial year hras also the
last to be drawn up by the Audit Board.
5. It seems appropriate here to pay tribute to tbe Audit Board
which, after 20 years of good arid faithful service, has been superseded
by the Court of Auditors. Through its extremely competent work the
Audit Board has brought home to the Community the fact that public funds
muEt be administered in accordance with precise criteria of regularity and
sound management.
6. The creation of the Court of Auditor:s in no way signifies a
departure frorn the principles followed by the Audit Board but reflects
the fact that Community funds are now more highly integrated. The
Community's financial requirements are no longer met through a series of
funds and accounts managed on behaLf of the Member States which financed
them through national contributions. The community now has a genuine
budget financed by own resources. As implementation of the budget
affects the Member States, it goes without saying that the powers of the
Court of Auditors had to be extended to cover them too.
7. The transition from Audit Board to Court of Auditors gave rise to
some unfortunate incidents that had repercussions and became magnified
in the process.
Although the previous two rapporteurs, !4r Bangemann and l{r Aigner,
created a situation in which a discharge decision courd be taken as
promptly as Possible, the council's slowness in formulating its recommen-
dations has forced Parliament t,o postpone its decision. rt is to be
hoped that everything wilL be done to ensure that the discharge for the
L977 fLnancial year is granted within the time limits laid down.
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III. Siqnificance of the discharqe procedure
U. It has not been possible to clear up the misunderstanding as
regards the forwarding and publication of the Institutions' replies
mentioned in the report on the 1975 dischargel in ai*" for the 1975
discharge procedure. Although the provisions of the Financial
Regulation are clear and stipulate that the Institutions' replies should
be attached to the report., the Audit Board has created confusion by asking
for the replies as part of an exhaustive consultation procedure prior to
finalizing the report. As a result, the written replies, prepared
during working meetings, are not attached the report as the Institutions
feel they have nothing to add once the report has been submitted. It
is essential for all the Institutions to have the same attitude towards
these replies.
g. On the other hand, the problem of the significance of the discharge
decision has now been cleared up. It was noted last year that the'
discharge, which is by nature a budgetary act, was assuming an increasing-
ly political character: it is a reflection of the Cor,mission's fundamental
responsibility to the budgetary authority for the implementation of the
budget for a given financial Year.
But it is undeniable that the discharge decision also has legal
implications. t
10. First of all, the J-egal implications are positive: the comments
included in the discharge decision are binding on the financial
controller and each Institution is required to take all the measures
needed to implement them. The J-egal aspects are of course effective
only if they are contrclled and it is therefore essential that the
provisions of the third and fourth paragraphs of Articie 85 of the
FinanciaL Regulation should be rigorously complied v/ith:
'The Institutions ehall take all appropriate steps to take action
on the comments appearing in the decision giving discharge. At
the request of the European Parliament or the Council, the
Institutions shall report on the measures taken in the J-ight of
these comments and, in particular, on t-he instructions given to
those of thej.r departments which are responsible for the implemen-
tation of the budget. Such reports shalI also be forwarded to
the Court of Auditors.
lAigrr"r report, Doc. L65/77, paragraPhs 8 to 11 of the explanatory
etatement
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Subiect to the second sentence of the third paragraph, the
Institutions must give an account, in an annex to the revenue and
expenditure account for the next financial year, of the measurest
taken in the light of the comments appearing in the decisions
giving discharge.'
1l-. The legal- effects of the discharge may also result from a negative
decision: a refusal to grant a discharge for a specific reason involving
a specific amount entered in the accounts forces the Commission or the
Institution concerned to take the steps needed to rectify the accountsl.
As Mr Tugendhat said last year, an outright refusal to grant, a discharge,
implying an unfavourable poJ-iticaL assessment of the Commission's action,
is highly unlikely because it. presupposes an insurmountable difference
of opinion.
IV. Budqetarv manaqement in the 1976 financial vear
12. Following the introduction of the new budgetary decision-making
mechanisms in 1975, the 1976 financial year provided an opportunity for
eetablishing the inter-institutional dialogue. Parliament had sought
thie form of relations between the institutions involved in the preparation
of the budget to enabLe joint decisions to be taken in the budgetary
sector. I'or the 1976 financiaL year, however, Parliament found that
stagnation and austerity were the keynote of the Council's approach to the
budget2 which reflected a regrettably strained attitude and a reluctance
to face the Communit,y's economie difficulties.
A. I!sre?se-1!-9rP93gl!g19-9v9r-!E9-P1999g:!s-gl!3!slel-y93I
l-3. The analysis of financial management submitted by the Commission
provides very littIe information to explain the increase in expenditure.
There is no indication for instance of how the economic situation or,
in the agricultural sector, Lhe long drought affected the increase in its
appropriations.
t_
This situation is similar to the pract,ice in some Member States; for
instance : regulation on the settlement of accounts for the 1975 financial
year in France; deficit of the Caisse centrale de cr6dit cooperatif,
Papon amendment 
:2 Reports on the 1976 draft budget - Doc. 44L/75, ParagraPh 7 of the reso-
tulion and Doc. 36L/75, paragraph 19 - rapporteur:
MT COINTAT
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14. The 33% increase in Community expenditure over the preceding year
should be set against the following figures :
- Lhe rate of inflation throughout the Community vras II.3% for the
same period
- 
llember States' budgets in 1976 sho\,red a 15.1% increase over 1975
- the share of the Community GDP accounted for by the Community
budget increased from 0.55% tn 1975 to 0.62% in 1976
. 
- 
the ratio of the Community budget to the national budgets inereased
from 1.8/" to 2.L%
In view of the negligible size of the Communit.y budget compared
with the overall economic data, the 33% increase, viewed in the light of
the above figures, appears inadequate if it is held that Community
expenditure should have an impact, on economic structures.
15. Ihe overall increase of 33% is due to :
- the speed with which the Regionar Fund was brought into action
- the special measures to assist Friuli
- the marked progress made in the EAGGF, Guidance section
The increase in agricultural guarantee expenditure levelled off, which
was only to be ezpected after the sharp increase in 1975, while Social
Eund expenditure remained unchanged; this is regrettable in a period when
the unemployment rate rose lo 5%. The following sectors showed the
lowest growth rates; reflecting a real failure to make adequate budgetary
provision:
- cooperation and development, in particular food aid (3.3% increase
over the preceding year - erratic movements of appropriations 
-
high rate of cancellation - low payments);
- research and investment expenditure: the unsatisfactory implemen-
tation of the budget - low increase in expenditure compared with
the preceding year, high cancellations, very 1ow rate of comnitting
and paying appropriations - is largely due to berated cciuncil
decisions on the 'Fusion' programme and failure to reach a decision
on the JET project.
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Trend in exPenditure
m u.a.
L97 6
appropria-
tions
committed
L976 L975
share approPria-
in the tions
budget committed
L975 %
share differ-
in the ence
budget L976-L975
Expenditure on
staff
Operating costs
other than flat-
rate rePaYments
Specific tasks
other than research
and investment
Aids and suhsidies
Social Fund
ERDF
FriuIi
EAGGF Guarantee
section
EAC€F Guidance
section
Food aid and
cooperation with
deve loPing
countries
2L3.1
78.4
523.7
44.9
LI2.3
36.8
439.4
300. 0
60. o
5 ,626.2
302.8
2.661 %
o.980 %
6.s52 %
o.56L %
L.405 %
o.460 %
5.497 %
3.7s3 %
o.750 %
70.390 %
3.788 %
L87.9
68.7
374.1
27 .3
97 .4
17.0
353.9
150. O
4,336.3
L49.O
3.LOz %
r.Lo4 %
6.202 %
0.405 %
L.602 %
o.208 %
5.800 %
2.496 %
72,LO5 %
L3.4%
L4.t%
a
39.8/"
64.4%
L5.2%
Lg.a,4
22.6%
100. 0%
29.7%
255.2
2.407 % 100.0%
3.L92 % 246.9 A.LOO % 3.3%
TCXTAL 7 ,992.4 LOO % 6, 008. 3 LOO % 33%
B- Trgsg-:!-3!g-eee-9!-iliEiel-3PPI9Pr]3!193e
16. parliament deplored the fact that the draft budget submitted by the
Council was not a forward-looking political document but a mere accounting
statement of the financial- impJ-ications of measures in force'
ImpJ-ementationofthebudgethasconfirmedthisanalysisandthe
resurts show that the original budget contained a very poor estimate of
actual expenditure. The initial budget has been amended as follows:
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Supplementary budgets : 893.75 m u.a.
transfers from chapter to chapter z 543.64 m u.a.
carry-forwards 1975 - 1976 : 2,116.46 m u.a.
carry-fonvards cancelled z 291.62 m u.a.
appropriations carried forward z L,977 m u.a.
appropriations to be cancelled : 208.20 m u.a.
Ihese changes affect well over half of the initial budget.
E gpe }gssr!3rv-3!g-res! I fvllg-!g9gg!:
17. Supplementary budget No. 1, on aid to the Friuli disaster victims
perfectly illustrates Parliament's point of view : only the urgency
and unforeseeable nature of such a catastrophe justifies this procedure.
Parliament showed on this occasion that it was capable of acting
quickly when required to do so. on the other hand it has kept a very
careful eheck on the use of these appropriations : a parliamentary
delegation made an on-the-sPot visit and the subcommittee which has
regularly included this item on its agenda is continuing to keep a
check on the appropriations.
18. Supplementary budget No 2 exemplifies the inaccuracy of budgetary
estimates for agriculture. ltre use of the appropriatrons entered in
this supplementary budget on 16 September 1976 also shows that the
Commission has no more than a vague idea of the management of this
part of the budget :
Trend in and use of EAGGF Guarantee Section appropriations
Initial appropriations 5,160-3 m u'a'
Transfers to food aid - 42-4
Supplementary budget + 7L7 -3
Non-automatic carry-fonoard- 92.3
Cancellations - LL6.7
Appropriations committed = 5,626-2
Transfers
19. Parliament formally disapproved of the 'open' transfer procedure
when granting a discharge for the 1975 financial y""tl. We deplore
-:''
'D.r.. L65/77 : A i<;ner report , paragraph 13 of the cornments andp'araqraph 3B of l-hc r:xplanatory gtat-ement.
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this proceaure wtri-cfr was again used at the end of December L976 beeau6e
it overrides Parliament's budgetary prerogatives.
?he use of this procedure in 1976 is particularly scandalous for the
following reasons :
- consultation of Parliament, which is mandatory in the case of
provisional appropriations. took place in circumstances that made it
practically impossible for Parliament to deliver an opinion (it was
consulted on 22 December)
- some of the sums transferred had been entered by Parliament in
amendments
- the transfers were made to cover the lump sum repayment.to Member
States of the cobts incurred in collecting own resources although
most of the appropriations were originally intended to cover
adjustments to remunerations and their use was subject to a
Council decision.
g1!se 1 I3! te!-e! 
-3pplepr i3! ie!e
20. Appropriations cancelled compared with 1975 were as follows:
L975 L976 (m u.a.)
Cancellation of
appr:opriations for the
financial year 17 .6 20a.2
Cancellation of
appropriations carried
forward 30 291'6
cancellations of appropriations for the financial year are due
to shorteomings in budgetary management especially of the EAGGF,
Guarantee section and food aid sectors and, in the case of appropri-
ations carried for:rpard, of the Social Fund.
Use of 3PPrgPri3! 19!9 
-et!9 r9g -!v Parliament in amendments
21. parliament has attached special importance to controlling the use
of these appropriations and has devoted several resolutions and one
oral question with debatel to the problem in addition to dealing with
it in the eubcommihtce. This action by Parliament has highJ-ighted the
problem of the Commission's responsibility fo:: implementing the budgeL
and of coordinating the Council's legislative activities with the
budgetary decision-making procedure.
doc.154/7 6 - oral Question by Mr Aigner
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Although l-ittle progress has been made in some sectors such as
hydrocarbons, there has been considerable progress as regards the non-
associated developing countries.
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PART TWO: REVENUE
1. The Aucit Board,s latest report indicates an increased effort
by the Board to extend and reinforce control over the collection of
community resources. This is to be welcomed since it is in keeping
with parliament,s desire to promote greater transparency in the management
of this Part of the budget '
Z. In addition to factors peculiar to the 1975 financial year, per-
taining to the overalr analysis of budgetary management and the consideration
of difficulties which arose in the course of the year, this document also
points out the defects inherent in the system and draws the appropriate
political conclusions'
9sgg9!3rv-83!3sgEe!!
3.Theeq@forthelgT6financialyear,including
suppletnentary budgets, totalled 8,5O9,738'951 u'a' The 1976 budget
showed an imbalance when it was adopted, since on the basis of Articles
3(3) and 4(1) of the decision of 2L April 1970 and the provisions of the
Treaty of Accession concerning the adjustment of the respective shares of
the Member States, estimates of revenue exceeded estimates of expenditure
by 39,129,353 u.a.
4. In fact the revenue established, calculated on the basis of the
expenditure incurred in the course of the financial ytutl and taking
account of ttre adjustment of the shares of the Member States, exceeded
costs for the financial year by 40,542,573 u.a. and totalled 7,993,2L7,896 u.a.
This surplus is to be carried forward to the next financial year'
5. Tn the 1976 financial year a total of 6,589,035,058 u.a. was col-
lected in revenue and 834,835,611 u.a. in entitlements carried over from
the previous year. At the close of the 1976 financial year, the total
balance outstanding was L,6L4,545,179 u.d.r including 1,4O4,182,839 u.a.
for the 1976 entitlements and 21O,362,34O u.a. for entitlements carried
over from L975.
Ns!s59-e g-lbs-revesee
6. Sixty-f ive percent of the 1976 budget was financed from -9gg-lggoulg.€.
The own resources established totalled' LO4% of the estimates. The customs
duties collected amounted to only 98.7% of t.re estimates but actual- revenue
I article L7 of Regulation No 2/7L:' (a) the expenditure incurred during the
financial year in question, plus the appropriations carried over to the
following financial year, less the appropriations carried over from
precedin! financial y."." and written off, and also revenues other than
own resources and f inanci-a} contributions from I'lember States; '
2 Including tOO,733 u.a. in cancel-led entitlements under the heading of
miscellaneous revenue.
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I. Cverall analvsis of the budgetarv manaqement of revenue
exceeded the estimates in the case of agricultural levies (128.9%) and
sugar levies (LL9%). The amount collected in own resources for L976
totalled 4,178,633,IO3 u.a.
7. At the close of the financial year, a balance of r,o49,59o,54o u.a.
in entitlements for the financial year still remained to be eollected.
However, by 25 october L977, all the own resources established, and even
a small additional amount in the case of lreland and the United Kingdom,
had been paid in accordance with Article 31 of the financial regulation
in force. Hence rro distinction is made between own resources and financial
contributions in the Member States'payments, and this confusion has ha6
a detrimental effect on financial autonomy.
8. It should be noted that the system of collecting outstanding
amounts no longer applies under the new financial regulation which provides
for a cash budget for revenue. Under conditions of complete financial
autonomy, the new system has the advantage of enabling the accounts to be
definitively closed more quickly. However, parliament has adopted this
system on a temporary basis only and as an emergency *"""ra"l, since it
has serious defects from the point of view of budget transparency, whichis already seriously jeopardized in this section of the budget (negative
- 
expenditure and s:_miIar devices) 
.
9' Financial contributions from the Itlember states were still necessary
in 1975 because of the delay in introducing the community vA.r system.
Arthough the revenue from these contributions is ress than the revenue
from own resources, they clearly have a decisive impact on the nature of t
the community resources system. The contributions cover the difference
between or/rrn resources and other revenue collected on the one hand and
expenditure incurred on the other, and ensure a balance between expenditure
and revenue- rt is, of course, impossible for the community to be
financially autonomous in these circumstances.
rt seems that although the introduction of community vAT may improvethe situation from the point of view of principres, it is unrikery in theearly stages to have much effect as regards practicar arrangements forcollection, pa]rment and control.
1o. Miscelllrneous revenue is made up of the institutions,own resources.
rt is for the most part derived from exchange profits obtained when trans-
ferring funds from one lt'lember state to another, since movements of funds
are based on the market rate whereas they are entered in the accounts
on the basis of the rlt'lF rate. Ivliscellaneous revenue also includes penarties
imposed by the commission, interest paid by financial bodies (which armost
doubled between 1975 and 1976), the Community tax and staff eontributions
to the peneion fund, parl of the ECSC levy ete.
1 Parlj.ament declared its support for the conventional imputation systemin the report on the financial regulation. The counci1 has harmonizedthe financial regulation wi.th the regulation on ,own resources , 
.l
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II. Difficulties experienced in the 1976 financial vear
a - 9elles!rgl-el-pe!31!re:
l-1. The subcommittee attaches particular importance to a problem which
it has already diseussed, namely the collection of penalties. In January
L977 it had to adjourn its work on this subject, since certain points had
not yet been resolved by the Court of ,rustice.
12. At present the subcommittee is able to make the following
observations:
- 
undertakings which are fined by the Commission for violations of Community
law sometimes try to evade all or part of the payment of these fines.
Thie casts doubt on the effectiveness of the system for the collection
of these fines;
- 
in the past these undertakings have employed delaying tactics to postpone
payment for as long as possible, by making wrongful use of the safe-
guards accorded by Community law, for example the protection measures
adopted by the Court, under which the payment of fines can be suspended.
But they have also sometimes benefited from the Commission's failure to
take prompt aetion (the Boehringer case). Finally certain undertakings
hSve exploited the ambiguities of the old unit of account as a Pretext
for avoiding payment;
- 
the Community has adequate lega1 instruments to ensure that fines are
collected in a manner that leaves no doubt as to their effectiveness.
13. In giving a discharge on the operations for the finaneial year
during which the Commission has had to deal hrith these attempts to avoid
payment, Parliament feels that it should draw attention to the effectiveness
of the Community system of dealing with offenders and express its uncon-
ditional political support for the Commission in the exercise of its res-
ponsibility for the collection of fines.
6
l-4. Parliament has already declared its support for the use of the
'lEUA-for legal acts adopted by the Community fnstitutions-. It points
out that the use of the EUA in the calculation of fines wiJ-l prevent
abuses and urges the Commission to make every possibie effort to promote
Iits 
, 
use.
n- gsger-levreg
-15. Sugar levi-es are own resources used to finance the reimbursement
of storage costs paid by sugar producers. In principle they are calculated
o., €h. basis of the estimates of expenditure incurred in the reimbursement
a_
1
^ sttAw report: Doc - 569/76
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of storage costs and the discrepancy between the estimates and the actual
figures is carried over to the following year.
16. In practice, the system of bringing revenue into line with expen-
diture is totally lacking in transparency.
Table: Statement of revenue and appropriations and their utilization
Estimate in annual
budget : 131,5OO,OOO
Amendments in sup-
plementary budgets
or by transfers :+ I4,OOO,OOO
OveraLl approp-
riations z L45,600.OOO
Palzments : L45,153,856
Curiously enough, after being amended by supplementary budgets or trans-
fers, the overall appropriations for the reimbursement of storage costs
have been fixecl at a level very close to the total entitlement. Should
expenditure therefore be brought into line with revenue, rather than vice
versa? In the final analysis it is difficult to ascertain in practice
whether revenue has been brought into l-ine with expenditure or vice versa,
and when and on what basis they have been equalized- Parliament would be
better abre to grasp the situation if it could check that all the quan-
tities produced during a marketing year correspond to the levies declared.
The results of on-the-spot checks could be fonyarded to it.
C. Fraudulent butter imports and the resultinq loss to the Communitv
17. Since it was set up, the Control Subcommittee has been dealing more
or leaa contjnuously with problemg relating to sales or imports of butter
between the Community and the llast European countries.
In the L97() financial year, the Commission had to face the repercus-
sions of the sale of butter to the USSR which caused problems for Parliament
at the time of the 1973 discharge.
Revenue from sugar levy Expenditure for reimbursement of
storage costs
Estimate in annual
budget z LO7.941,OOO
Amendments in sup-
plementary budgets
or by transfers : -
Total entitl-ement
(financial- year +
amounts carried
over) : L43,9L9,554
Amount collected z LL2,sLO,822
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18. There
abnormally low
Community, was
the levy being
is in fact strong evidence that this butter, sold at an
price with the aid of the export refunds granted by the
reimported into the Community via Rotterdam and Como, without
paid.
19. The investigation into this matter has not yet been completed.
It is therefore too soon to draw any conclusions as to responsibility.
In the context of the discharge for the l-976 financial year, the sub-
commiLtee would like, however, to draw attention to certain factors
revealed by this affair:
- it is essential to the operation of the own resources system that the
Member Sta+-es should fulfil the.obligations arising from Community
regulations which enabl-e the Cornnrission to ensure that the system
' works effectively. In particular the ltlember States must not and cannot
stand in the Commission's way by taking refuge behind the provisions of
domestic law;
- an improvement is needed in the customs procedures and documents used
for the movement of goods under Comniunity regulations, and in particular
for Community transit;
- new regulations must be introduced to ensure the recovery and repayement
to the Community of own resources which have not been collected because
of fraudulent practices.
III. The own resources system
20. In its report the Audit Board devotes 14 pages to a discussion of
revenue and about ten times as many to expenditure, although the amounts
concerned are substantially the same. It would certainly be premature to
conclude that the revenue section of the budget entails fewer problems.
?he subcommittee has in fact had a number of problems to deal with in
respect of Community revenue. The best known and most recent cases are:
the importation of butter through Como (non-payment of levies), the dif-
ficulty of collecting the co-responsibility levy for dairy products,
cereal exports from the United Kingdom to Germany (exploitati-on of dif-
ferent rates for eompensatory amounts) etc.
21. In fact the auditing of revenue, both internal and external, is
much more difficuLt than the auditing of expenditure because of certain
special characteristics of the Community own resources system.
A. Nature of the revenue
22. The Community budget, which was originally a juxtaposition of
funds, has not yet been brought completely into line with budgetary ortho-
doxy as defined by the national parliaments. Thus some categories of
revenue, such as the MCA, are shown only as a deduction from expenditure and
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are audited as such. They are not therefore mentioned in the revenue
section of the Audit Board's report.
23. In the case of certain categories of revenue, involving consi-
derable amounts, such as the revenue derived from exchange differences
resulting from movements of funds (2o4m u.a. in L9761 or the interest
paid by financial bodies (9m u.a. in L976). rt is only possible to carry
out a very partial audit. In the case of financial contributions paid by
the l'lember States, auditing is eonfined to their establishment in the
budget.
24. since financial contributions predominate in the budget 
- in
qualitative if quantitative termsl 
- th. external auditing of this part of
the budget is of secondary importance, at least from the point of view of
the budget as a whole. obviously this situation will change radically when
financial autonomy has been established and the VAT system introduced.
25. Parliament considers, however, that Article 4(I), subparagraph l,
of the decision of 2L April L97O, which provides that with effect from
l January 1975 the Community budget shaLl be financed from orivn resources,
i8 6till valid even if the rules for the application of the VAT system have
not yet been adopted. This means that the'revenue'section of the budget
is the exclusive responsibility of the Budget Authority; parliament there-
fore proposes to exercise unrestricted control over revenue.
26. This transfer of responsibilities calls for certain adjustments
in the presentation of the budget. The breakdown of revenue between the
Ivlember States will now simply be of an indicative natu.e2 arrd the presen-
tation must show all the data needed by the Budget Authority in order to
be in full possession of the facts before taking its decision. The manner
in which the 1976 budget is presented does not allow Parliament to fuIfil
its reaponsibilities in respect of the 'revenue' section of the budget
satis factoriLy.
Financial contributions, covering the difference between other revenue
and totaL expenditure, are the general rule in the Community resources
system and are one of its essential characteristics.
See 1978 budget.
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27. Relar-ions between the Commission and the national authorities in
the Community are complex and the ways in which responsibilities are
allocated vary considerably. GeneraIly speaking, as far as own resources
are concerned, ttre rule is that the Member States are responsible for
establishment, collection and controll. The Commission's task is to
ensure the correct application of the Community texts which allocate
responsibility to the Ivlember States.
28. It must be clear that this allocation of responsibilities in no
way encroaches on the Commission's responsibility for the implementation
of the budget. It has at its disposal all the legal instruments needed to
ensure that the Member States have fulfilled ttre obligations imposed on
them by the Community regulations and to enable it to enforce compliance
with these obligations if necessary. fhere must be rro exceptions to
this rule and it was on this basis that the subcommittee and Parliament
intervened in the case of the butter imports through Como mentioned above.
29. This system, which is based on the extensive use by the Conununity
of national administrative instruments and reduces the Community's
administrative requirernents to a minimum, suffers from the same
disadvantage as any over-decentralized system: lack of coordination.
30. It is true that the Commission has at its disposal certain legal
i-nstruments which in theory enable it to supervise the operation of the
system. In particular it needs to be informed of the national regulations
and procedures rel.rting to the establishment, collecti-on and control of
own resources; and also to be notified of the results of the audits
carried out by the Member States, in order to be able to add to them if
necessary. Articles 4 and t4 of Regulation No 2/772and Regulation No L65/74
provide the Commission with the means of obtaining this information,
subject to the following improvements:
- the Member States should be required to provide the Commission
automatically with all the information stipulated in Article 4 of
Regulatiot No 2/71
- national officials should not be allowed to interfere in contacts
between the Commission's auditing agents and the debtors.
1* 
'fhe Courl of Justice concluded from the fact that the Member States were
responsible for the collection and control of revenue that:
'In the present atate of Community law only the Member States and their
authorities are empowered to take proceedings before national courts for the
purpose of claiming payment of Community revenue constituting own resources. '(Case 110/76, OJ No c L42/77, p.41 pretore of Cento) .2 Sin"" replaced by Articles 4 and 18 respectively of Regulation No. 28gL/77
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31. However, i-n practice it is totally
to ensure that the naLional authorities are
own res.ources in accordance with Corununity
impossible for the Commission
establishing and collecting
regulations.
32 ' ltre commission also point,s out. in this connection that the national
procedures are amended only when it has been established that they are
incompatible witje community regulations. Given that the corunission
becomes aware of such incompatibility in the course of audits which cover
only a minute proportion of the operations as a whole, even if these audits
are in carefully selected areas, it is in practice impossible to ensure that
own resources are collected in strict accordance with the regulations.
33. As long as the revenue paid by the Member States was calculated on
the basis of respeetive shares, and financial contributions constituted thedifference between these shares and own resources, it was less important
for the lYember states to exercise strict control over the collection of
oqrn reaources. First, there is a conflict of interests 
- the sums paid
by the Member state under the heading of ordn resources increase in
proportion to the effectiveness of the control that the State itself is
required to exercise. Furthermore the commission,s participation in these
audits, although of a very minor nature, arouses a certain amount of
suspicion' rn addition, the lump-sum repayment of L@/" of the costs incurred incollecting own resources inereases in proportion to the own resources declared.
34. Under a system of complete financial autonomy, on the other hand,
it is obviously in the interests of the l,Iember States that, strict control
should be exercised, at least as far as their fellow Member States are
"on""tn.d- The community should therefore be given more responsibilityfor the control of own resources. However the rapporteur does not consider
it advisabre to arter the present decentrarized structure, since this wourd
necessitate a considerabre increase in the commission,s st.aff.
35' This transfer of responsibility to the community courd be augmented
by the following measures :
payment by the community of a fixed percentage of the auditing costs(as is done in the case of collection costs)
establiehment of a speciarised body of community auditors who wourd
increase the effectiveness of the system by carrying out more
intensive and frequent joint audits
- exteneive use of data processing.
35. In general, the national authorities should
ol their role and their Community responsibilities.
have a stronger awareness
Certain anomalous
I Member States of course still have litt1e interest in strict controls withinthelr own frontiers.
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formaLities and procedures, such as the practice in certain Member States
of showing Comnunity own resources in the national budget, should be
eliminated. The special position of own resources in the collect,ion systems
of the Member States should be emphasized, in order to avoid giving the
impression that own resources are a negligible proportion of the total
national resources.
37 . Finally, the lr{ember States should be more conscientious in
fulfilling their obligation to inform the Cormnission of how the otrn resources
system is working. Ttre Audit Board's findings, based on the deliberations
of the Advisory Committee on the Communities' Own Resources, show how
much remains to be done in trris field.
c. 4sql!s-]t'-9be-UesDer-9!9!e9
38. fhese audits enable the Commission to assume its responsibility for
ensuring that Cormunity regulations are applied correctly and in a uniform
manner in the llember States, in accordance with Article 205 of the EEC
Treaty.
39. Since, under Community law. the Irlember States have extensive
responsibilities in respect of the est.ablishment, collection and payment
of own resources, it is extremely import.ant that the Commission should be
able to obtain full details of any problems encountered in the implementation
of the system. It should therefore be free to exercise the prerogatives
conferred on it under Article 18 of Regulation No. 289L/77' and be granted
fuII access +-o the information in the possession of the Member States.
40. The Commission's responsibility for the implementation of the
revenue section of the budget means that it must be able to assist the
Ivlember States in combating and prosecuting irregularities. It would
therefore be useful to reiterate a request made at the time of the
'I
1975 discharge- that provision should be made, under the olvn resources
system, for combating irregularities and for the recovery of funds outstanding,
similar to that laid down in Regulation No 283/72 in respect of the EAGGF
Guarantee Section.
D. ggerqM!19!-e!-eslr!*g-pregeqgres-3pplr93!]e-!9-9s!-resggrsen-erq
and the EAGGF Guarantee Section
4L. A substanitial proportion of own resources derive ftorn *.-s.rres
taken in thc context of the common agricultural policy. This revenue
thus comeg under two headings - ;.rgricultural measures and own resources.
Ihis also applies to some extent in the case of the common customs tariff.
I oro*r* report - Doc . 165/77 (point 22 of t]ne comnrerts)
- 
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The administration and control of budgetary operations in this sector
are therefore subject to different rules depending on whether they relate
to expenditure (Regulation No 729/7O) or revenue (Regulation No 2ggl/77).
Various Commission departments are responsible for the different aspects
of these operations : agriculture, budgets, financial control, customs
union etc. ObviousLy this division of responsibilities is not conducive
to effective control and transparent management.
42. Ihe rapporteur noted with interest the setting up of a group responsible
for coordination between the Directorates-Genera1 concerned. He feels
that such a group will eliminate the problems arising from the fact that
budgetary operations for the same policy are subject to different regulations,
depending on whether they relate to revenue or expenditure. It should also
help t,o mit,igate the disadvantages of the division of responsibility for
internal contror between a rarge number of different departments.
43. The subcormrittee naturally has a great interest in the success of
this coordination of audits in the Ivlember States. It feels that this
measure will improve cooperation between the Commission and the national
authorities as far as auditing is concerned. rhe rapporteur regards
on-the-spot audits as an essential part of the system. Without these audits
the Commission would not be able to carry out its responsibilities. 1rhe
subcommittee therefore asks that it should be allowed to assess the effectiveness
of these audits, in other words that it should be kept informed of the
schedule of audits and their results.
44. Since complete financial autonomy is to be introduced in thc 1979
financial year, the problem of reorganizing responsibilities in the field
of revenue has become a major priority.
rt would not be advisabre at present to arter the extremely
decentralized structure on which the orrrn resources system is based. However,
given that the responsibilities of the national authorities include the
establishment, collection and payment of own resources, the Commission will
be unable to exercise its responsibility for the 'revenue, section of the
budget - and financial autonomy will be pointless 
- if it does not make full
use of all the instruments provided for under Regulation No 2B9L/77.
45. This means that not only wj-Il its material requirements increase,
and in particular that it will need extra staff, but also that the Member
States must refrain from creat.ing obstacles to the execution of its task.
Ihis task is essential in a system of financial autonomy since it is in
- 39 - PE s4.551 Ain.
the best interests of both the community and the Member states that 
community
resources should be collected in strict accordance with the regulations 
and
in a uniform manner '
46.IlheresponsibilityoftheConunissionforthe.revenue.sectionof
thebudgetalsomeansthatitcanprovidethet,lemberstateswitheffective
assistance in combating irregularities '
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I. Questions put by the draftsman
If. Answers given by the Commission
(a) in writ,ing
(b) during tilr Aigner,s visit of
26 tttay L97a
ANNEXES
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ANNEX I
I. Quest-ions relatinq to the
1. Does the Commission consider that the extent of its responsibilities
for the revenue section of the budget will be affected by the introduction
of financial autonomY?
Does it consider that, in contrast to the present situation, Irlember
States will then be partieularly interested in ensuring that the collection
of conmunity revenue is subject to strict supervision?
Will it not be necessary for the Commission to guarantee, vis-i-vis the
Meilber States and the Community, that each national adrlinistration in fact
aesesses, collects and transfers in its entirety the revenue due to the
Community?
Z. What staff does the Commission consider necessary to enable it to carry
out satisfactorily its responsibilities in this sphere?
3. What staff is at present at the Commission's disposal?
4. How does the Commission allocate duties to its staff with a view to
performing the follovring functions:
- 
investigating discrepancies in Irrlember States' regulations, Procedures and
administrative practices affecting the assessment, collection and transfer
of the CommunicY': tr:un l:esourcesi
- 
ensuring r-he Proper application of Community regulations;
- 
recovering the sums due?
5. Can the Commission give any j-nformation on the ciegree of harmonization
of national regulations concerning the assessment, collection supervision
and transf er of the Community' s o\^,n resources?
o
oo
Fines
- 
Did the mushroom-canning undertakings pay the fines that were due volun-
tarily or only after legal proceedings had been taker,?
- 
Why did the Commission waive the recovery of sums outstanding from
Boehr inger ?
- 
42 
- 
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ANNEX II
II. Answers qiven bv the Commission
work ischarqe(a) r ern
reve sec tion aftsman : PE 53.56
Paqes 4 and 5 - Points 15 and 16
B. Suqar levies
sugar stcrage and production levies are own resources from the moment
of their assessment, and by virtue of this principle they are paid in their
entirety to the Commission's account within the time-limits laid down by the
regulations - without, however, being used to cover sugar sector estimates'
on the contrary, at the national level and with regard to storage levies,
the paying orgaoLzation makes an adjustment between the reimbursement of
storage costs and the sum payable under the levy, month by month and for a
particular producer. This procedure therefore has no effect on the total of
ot^rn restources actually paid over. As regards the observations made by the
Audit Board, the commission replied to these by letter of 27 January 1978
(see Annex), stating that there were no irregularities in the procedure
adopted, as the Audit Board had supposed. A joint system for auditing these
levies is to be undertaken by the Directorate-General for Agriculture (for
the expenditure side) and the Directorate-General for Budgets (for the revenue
side) with effect from June of this year in order to verify all the data at
the conrmission,s disposal regarding the EAGGF and crwn resources' in pursuance
of the proposal for a bettei coordinated programme'
Pase 6 - Point r2:.-lgg!-Ug9!!
--a------L------
As soon as the consequences of any fraudulent pr'actices have been
definitively ascertained, the Member State concerned is required to assess
without delay the sums due to the Community. Once this has been done' these
sums must be transferred within the time-limits laid down-
Consequently, it is questionable whether new regulations would serve any
useful purpose. stricter audits might well be a suitable alternative'
t3s9-9-:-P91!!-?9
Co-resPonsibilitY
their sole effect is to
levies for dairy products are not ov'n resources:
reduce EAGGF exPenditure.
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Paqe 7 - Point 23 
ANMX Ir
--z------
As regards the auditing of financial contributions paid by the llember
states,itmustbepointedoutthatalthough,owingtotheirnature,itwas
only possibie to carry out a very Partial audit of ttrese resources' the exact
sum due from each Medber state is carefully checked by t'he commission' inter
alia when the revenue and e:<penditure account is set up'
Pacre9-Polnt32
The spot checks make it possible to establish the degree of comPatibility
of national procedures, as is evident from the numerous observations made
duringjointaudits,whichMemberstateshavehadtotakeintoaccount.Itis
therefore incorrect to say that it is impossible to ensure that olitn resources
are collected in strict accordance with the regulations'
9199-2-:-Pele!-l!r- [lr:!-rl9:l!
f}re10%atPresentpaidtotheMemberStatesareintendedtocover,
according to the interpretation consistently placed o;r this provision by
both council and commission, all costs arising from the assessment' transfer
and auditing of or,rn resources. Ttris is perfectly fair, particularly in view
of the extent of the sums paid to Member States'
Paqe 13 - Revenue
--z------
lllhe last but one of the remarks to be annexed bo the decision to grant
a discharg€, Concerning the presentation of the revenue section fox 1976,
should be formulated more precisely in view of the fact that budgetary trans-
parency as regards revenue is impracticable without profound changes in the
'common agricultural PolicY'
E-rNE9.:
Mushroom-carrninq undertakinq s
ffheundertakingsinquestionpaidthefineswit,houtrecoursetolegal
proceeding s being necessary'
terms thereof were agreed to bY the
the undertakings concerned' llhe
PaYment bY instalments and the
Commission at the written request of
payments were made as follows:
- 
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-E!lh:-uscr
On 9 Novenber L977, the Commission decided r.rot to pursue the matter of
recovering the difference between 80,000 u.a. as expressed in DM and the same
sum as expressed in Lit. (The firm had paid loo,ooo u.a., the first instalment
of a fine of 180,000 u.a., in DM and the remaining 80,000 u.a. in Lit.)
This decision was based on the advice of the commission,s legal service,
which took the view that the firm had fully discha::ged its debt since the
original notification had specified aIl the official (rirlr) rates of e:<change
and given details of the Commission's banking accounts in aII the Menrber states.
ChamrrifraJrce
t.6.76 Fr 48,136
4.8.77 FF 48,L36
27. L2.77 FE 48, 136
FF 144,408
(25,000 u.a. )
Champes Center
4.8.77 FF 22,2L6
27.L2.77 FF 22,2L7
FF 44,433
(8,000 u. a. )
ANNEX IT
Euroc onserves
L5.6.76 FF 59,245
LL.5.77 FF 59,245
27. L2.77 FP 59,244
.. 
Fr 177,'134
(32,000 u.a. )
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(b) ANNEX TIAnswers qiven by the Commission durinq
( surnmary)
Mr AIGNER outlinecl the subjects
principle of more effective auoiting
t'egard to the butter sales.
he wished to raise for discussion; the
and ttre position of the Commissj.on with
&ggrgig"l_!bg_lf'.:_t!eg sal-es, 
-M1-lr_rgenohat stated that he had not yet re_
cerved the reply of the rtalian Governmen'c tc the reasoned opinion forwarded
by the Commission, but according to certain sources it was on its way. Ttre
only difference betweer: the Commission and the Italian Government \^,as of a
legal and procedural nature and did not affect the substance of the matter.
When these legal difficult.ies had been resolved, it would be possible to
define the spheres of responsibility.
fhe work of the subcommittee, said Mr TUGENDTIAT, was a valuable source
of support to the Commission in this mat:er, which could be regarded as a
test of the extent of the Comrnission's powers of audit in the Member States.
I'4r AIGNER ccnsidered that the consideration of this case should also
reveal the manner in which fraudu.Lent practices could take place and prompt
political initiatives aimed at a reform of the requlations.
It was agreed that Mr Tugendhat could make a statement on this subject
at the subcommittee's next meeting.
As regards the possibility of making more effective the Commission,s
auditing of revenue, Mr TUGENDIIAT said that the present regulations allowed
Ivlember States to retain existing procedures and practj-ces and that it was for
the Commission to ensure that these practices and procedures were harmonized
with Community regulations. Any strengthening of the Commission's audit
which entailed a reconsideraticn of the rble of national administrations could
only be envisaged in the medium or long term.
Mr AIGNER stressed that it i,vas the Commission's task to ensure that
nati.onal practices and procedures complied with Community regulations and that
these regulatiorrs were carried out, and asked the Commission whether it was
in a position to obtain a long-term overall view of the situation. Since the
Commission's scope for action was limited, should one not consider increasing
itg resources?
Mr TUGEi{DFIAT said that Ehe limited adcit-ionaI staff envisaged by the
Commission for auditing revenue would be working on VAT, due to enter into
force on 1 January L979. Furthermore, it was by no means certain whether
this additionaL staff would be approved by the Council and parliament.
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ANNEX II
Mr AIGNER suggested that I,Ir Tugendhat draw up a plan for making audits
more effective. This should cover not only questions of staff but also s teps
to enhance the contribution of nat,ional audits (training of auditors, con-
ferences, etc. ).
Ttre discussion was pursued in the presence of representatives of
DLrectorateE-ceneral XIX and )o(.
Outlining the system of the Community's ovrn resources and financial
autonomy, Mr 
_prRAggER considered that, by its organization, community vAT
remained very close to the system of Member States' financial contributions:
a rate expresaed as a proportion of the national rate; a method of calcula-
tion based on statistical data; the method of transferring it to the Community,
etc. Nevetheless, financial autonomy must be made a politieal reality.
Financial autonomy had at least produced one change in the audit structure:
with the removal of 'dynamic brakes', each Member State obviously had an
interest in seeing that its partners collected Community revenue in its en-
tirety, which, of course, strengthened the case for reinforcing the Community
audit,
The question of a more effective audit, however, related only to the
'o1d' ovrn resources, and for the present could only be resolved within the
Bcope of the Commission's limited povrers.
Mr AIGNER pointed out that what was ca}led for in his deument was not
more intensive utilizationa revolution in the principles of auditing but a
of the Ivlember States' audit facilities.
Mr SIPJ\SSER hoped that this result would be achieved in the como butter
sales affair.
Mr AIGNER thought that an increase in the Commission's powers of audit
might, in the medium term, result from the political e:<ploitation of a
borderline case in which the Commission was at issue with a national adniniE-
tration. Such an initiative he regarded as providing an opportunity for
creating the basis for autonomous audits by the Comnission.
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ANNEX TI
Mr SALTER described the organization of on-the-spot audits by the
Commission. He said that an annual prograrme was drawn up on the basis of
precise criteria and that requests by the Commission to take part in an audit
were welcomed by most Member States.
Mr AIGNER asked the Commission representatives to visualize a situation
in which the subcommittee asked to carry out an audit in a specific case.
Mr STRASSER, Mr SALTER and Mr VICARIO were in no doubt about the
Commission's positive response to this. Nevertheless, such an audit would
presuppose the consent of the national administration concerned: while such
consent was probable at the political Ievel, the legal aspects would still
have to be clarified.
Mr AIGNER considered that a lega1 basis could be created by utilizing
the powers newly assigned to the Court of Auditors and, by analogy, to
Parliament, He asked the Commission to select for the subcommittee a case
lending itself to such treatment and holding out good prospects of a subse-
quent political initiative on the part of Parliament.
Mr STRASSER stated that, to carry out iLs task of auditing revenue, in
particular revenue from VAT, the Commission's immediate needs could be put
at 15 additional Category A posts for L979, to be distributed among the
departments ccncerned. lltre staff at present engaged in this task numbered
some 15 Category A officials seconded to the Directorates-ceneral for Budgets,
Financial Control, AgricuJ-ture and the Administration of the Customs Union.
Ihese officials were often required for other duties.
A note from his department on
procedures might prove very useful.
advanced as regards the assessment
the state of harmonization of national
I'his harmonization, he said, was further
of revenue.
o
Present at these meetincrs were:
Mr TUGESIDIIAI, Member of the Commission
Mr AIGNER, Chairman of the subeommittee and draftsman
Mr SIBASSER, Dj-rector-ceneral
Mr BISARRE, Mr FRITSCH, Mr de MOOR, Mr SALTER and Mr VICARIO, officials of
the Cornmission
Mr DARRAS, for the subcommittee secretariat
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EAR1I THREEi ADMINISTRATI\TE,EXPEMITURE
l. At several meetings and in intensive discussions with the CommisEion,
the Control Subeommittee has considered in detail the implementation of the
administrative e:<penditure section of the 1976 budget.
The following points should be noted:
2. Administrative expenditure has been increasing constantly sinee the
beginning of the 197O's, as shown by the following table:
Administrative e><pg nditure
L97L
L972
r97 3
L97 4
L97 5
Lg'i 6
(units of aceount)
103,793,100
L42, O29,2OO
Lg7 ,557 ,4OO
26'l ,758,5OO
316,996,8OO
353,411,9OO
It is this steady increase, in particul-ari amounting to ovet 2OC/"
in six yearE, which must be justified. Nevertheless, since 1971
administrative expenditure has fa1len from one eighteenth to one
twenty-fifth of total er<penditure.
3. The number of Community employees has increased steadily; according
to the Audit Board's report, there were 13,O22 offLcials in L976-
To these must be added I,619 local and
sector has als-o increased steadily.
auxiliary staff. This
4. One particular cause for concern is the increase j.n employees for
whom no posts are provided in the Budget - auxiliary and local staff,
special advisers, e>rperts. Although the institutions have the right to
recruit staff on a terq)orary basis and for specific Purposes, they should
not do so where statutory duties are involved, nor shouid they retain
these posts fgr a long period. This recruitment does of course give
the Commission or other institutions greater flexibility in their staff
policy and it is also satisfactory to learn that sueh recruitment is
always for a l-imited period and that Permanent posts are obtained only by
conpetition: on the other hand, however, this might involve discrimination
against all- those who hope to enter directly by conq.retition. In this
connection, it would be interesting to find out frcm the Commission how
many of the temporary staff employed in 1976 were not :-ncorporated into
a permanent establishrent Plan-
The danger of such temporary posts 9radually becoming Permanent
seems to be particularly great in the case of special advisers. The
Commission's laconic reply, that their period of employment is
restricted to one year but is 'extendable', is unsatisfactory. There
should be a precise definition of the sectors in which such staff can
-49 
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be recruited and of the conditions governing th6 €rtGnsion of thc trxriod
of employment; alternatively, the possibility of their contracts being
renewed should be subject to a time limit, as for e:<perts.
5. The question of recruitment eosts and the need to rationalize
recruitment procedures as far as possible have become all the more urgent
as a resul-t of the constant rise in the number of enployees (by more
than 1,OOO per year). There is an ever-increasing number of cases wlere
the Commission, Council and Par liament are engaged in simultaneous but
separate lecruitment proceduresi this situation should in future be
avoided by a determined effort to achieve coordination between the
institutions. With recruitment costs running at 5OO to 5,5OO EUA pcr headl,
a solution to this problem, aimed at the economic use of resources, is
more urgently required than ever before. There should also be closer
cooperation between the institutiions in connection with the drawing uP
of reserve Iists, to ensure as far as possible the exchange of candidates
between institutions. The Commission should submj.t new ProPosals on
this matter.
6. This problem is further reflected in the lack of mobility within
the institrrtions, to avoid stagnation within the individual administrations
mobility must be ensured within and between the institutions. During the
discussion, the Commission provided interesting information on this
matter, shcrring that staff in the lower career brackets (A6/7 and B4/5)
normally change posts within the same Directorate after three years.
For staff in the higher career brackete, the situation is reviewed
after five years. It would be useful to consider the desirability of
such moves between the individual- Directorates-@nera1 in the interests
of intellectual mobility.
Your draftsman would propose that a programme based on the
exchange programme with the national administrations should also be
introduced within the European institutions.
7. Only slow progress was made with the recruitment of local and
contractual staff for the Ispra research centre, decided during the
I976 budgetary procedure, The Audit Board notes that approximately
L@/" of all staff contracts were opposed by the Financial Controller.
The Commission attributed this to the large number of cases involved
(over 8oo) and emphasized its conviction that, since this was an
exceptional procedure, the situation would not recur.
B. In its report on promotion the Audit Board mentions the constant
increase in ad personam promotions; in 1976 this rexceptional proeedure'
lDcpending on typc of competition and number of participants
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was invoked for more than 1oo posts. According to the commission's
information,thiskindofpromotionisappliedonlytostaffwith.
special qualifications and/or additional duties outside their
Directorate or to staff with special duties calling for a certain
status.
Moreover, the commission rightly points out that the ad personam
posts are aPproved by the budget authorities during the annual
budgetaryprocedure.TheCommitteeonBudgetsshouldtherefore
examine these posts more critically in future'
parliament clearly applies quite different criteria (special meri!
oradvancedage).AstherapporteuronthelgTTbudget,I.ordBruceof
Donington,hagalreadypointedout,adpersonampromotionsare
acceptable only on the basis of fixed, uniform criteria. Properly
speaking, an ad personam post should be allocated only to a particular
person, who has already been carrying out special duties and taking
responsibility for a lonq period. Exceptions (involving status), with
which the commission is apparently faced, should be clearly defined and
onlyinthesecasesshouldthepostbecarriedoverorpublicly
advertized.AllotheradpersonamPostsshouldlapseafterthe
departure of the person concerned, if only to avoid creating a new
administrative cadre.
g.AccordingtoinformationfromtheCommission,theconditions
governingpart-timeemploymentarenowbetterdefined..Forsocial
reasons, women who have sma1l children are allowed to work part-time
for a limited period; at 31 Decembar L977 there were 88 such women,
that is 2.5% of the total female staff'
10. As in previous years, the Audit Board emphasizes the effects of
exchange fluctuations on staff e><penditure'
It states that this problem persists in the following four sectors
in particular, despite the internal rules introduced by the commissiorl:
(I) e><penditure on entering and bn leaving the service and on transfer;
(II) retirement and survivors' pensions;
(rrr) temporarY allowances;
(tvi the transfer of part of the official's salary to countries otler
than that in which he is emPloYed'
11. The Commission supported the draftsman's view that it is unsoun
practice to try and compensate the disadvantages suffered by certain
persons and caused by the divergent development of various community
PE 54.55L/fin.
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currencies, by a quasi legal interpretation of the concept of an
'official exchange rate' . It can only be hoped that the EUA will be
introduced into the staff Regulations of officials of the European
communj-ties as soon as possible so that these problems can be
resolved once and for all.
L2. As mentioned in previous Audit Board reports, by far the most
important case is the regular transfer of part of the net salary of
officials, at a more favourable exchange rate, to the Beamten-
Heimstatten-Werk (BI{w), a German building society specializing in
mortgages for public service officials. The committee on Budgets
does not share the commission's view that these transfers were all
!legaI under the terms of Article t7 (3) of Annex vII to the staff
Regulations, since this paragraph is ctearly limited to exceptional
cases of an exclusively ad hoc nature'
. In this connection it is interesting to learn from the commission
thatitintendsdraftingamorepreciselywordedsupplementary
provision.
13. As far as Parliament was concerned, it was stated that in June
1g7B Bfrs 2.369 mil1ion, from salaries totalling Bfrs 12o million,
were transferred at the 'official rate'. The exchange advantages
thereby obtained amount on average to Bfrs 6,ooo per Bfrs 50,ooo.
In the case of the Commission, totat Payments at this preferential
rate, including pension transfers at the 'official rate" amounted to
approx. Bfrs 239m in 1977.
L4. With regard to child allowances, education allowances and orphans'
pensions, information from the Commission indicates that the existing
difficulties have to a large extent been resolved as a result of a more
precise drafting of the relevant provisions during 1977 and L974.
More serious is the payment of certain allowances for which no
legal basis exists, espeeially payments by the comrnission to former
officials who, as members of resistance organizations' were deported or
arrested by national-socialist or fascist regimes. According to the
commission, its propo=ur1 ,"" approved on L9/2o september 1973 by
COREPER but, 'for political reasons', not incorporated in the Staff
Regulations. The arrangements were i-nstead made 'under the budgetary
procedure' (ArticIe 14O) . The Committee on Budgets shares the Control
Subcommittee's view that entering the necessary funds under Article
l4O of the budget - 'special assistance grants' - is no substitute for
a procedure to amend the Staff Regulations'
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15- with regarcr to the construetion of a sports cerrt,re in Brussers, bothin its reply to the Audit Board's comments and during the internal
discussions the commission indicated in detail the difficulties which
arose during L976.
The Audit Board strongly criticized the lack of cooperation between
the institutions with regard to expenditure on office creaning, and thepurchase of furniture and other equipment, the commission countered this
by pointing out that as rong ago as L974 a working party on the inter-
institutional harmonization of purchasing procedures had been set up and
had already achieved eonsiderable success.
16. Finally, the Audit Board refers to the transfer of appropriations
withj-n Title 2 from items whose appropriations are never conqrletEly
exhausted to items which nearry always show a deficit. Despite the
Commission's repIy, the cost estimates in the budget must be inproved.
Serious estimates mrrst be produced for iterns within budget chapters and
the replacement of staff by technical- equipment, which i.s often only the
result of the rejection by the budget authorities of posts requested by
the commission, shourd henceforth be given more consideration and
planned more effectively.
The AuCit Board criticized the tendering and contract procedure
for printing the European Parliament's verbatim records of debates ano
the placing of orders with firms whose tenders departed considerably from
the lowest price offer. In this connection, the Farliament Secretariat
pointed out that account often had to be taken of factors which
necessitated a departure from the normal procedure, in view of the
location of the printers'department (crose by) and of the special
staff needed for the various official languages. It should nevertheless
be pointed out that exceptions must be kept to a m.i:rimum and be subject
to specific conditions.
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(A) ggc:Lal expenditure
r. !r9sr3$Be-!g-segle!-PgygrlY
This programme rvas laid <iown by Council Decisi.on of 22,JuIy 1975, its
aim being to carry out pilot, studies of the causes of poverty and to
develop new methods of combaLting it.
In 1975 and 1976 funds totalling 5,375,OOO u.a. were earmarked for
this programme of which, following a transfer of 25O,OOO u.a. to the
prei'ious Social Fund in L976,4,984,382 u.a. were f:rra1ly made available
for the 5Opl" financing of 21 piJ.ot sehennes and total financing of two studies.
Paymencs fr:om these committed appropriations finally amounted t,o
approximately 45%i LC/" of the commiLments for L975 had to be cancelled at
f,he end of L976 since no payments had been effected by then.
Conclusicn: The Audit Board noted that there was a considerable delay
in effecting expenditure so that in fact the appropriations made ayailable
for one financial year cover expenditure in the foll.owing year.
The Audit Board criticizes the failure so far to carry out spot checks
of f-he vouchers on the basis of which palnnents are made.
Such checks on the not inconsiderable sums involved should be made as
soon as possible.
rr - Esr9P93!-993!!9--r9r-!!9-!9s9l9ps9!!-e5-yee3!]9!31-Ir3Mts_lE9r]1!L
Tnis institution was also provided for in the social action programme
adopted by ttre Council of Ministers on 21 January ).974 and was the subject
of a council regulation in Februaxy L975.
In its report on the discharge for the 1975 financial year (Doc. L65/77 
-
Mr AIGNER), the European Parlianient refused to give a discharge because it
considered the information on the utilization of the appropriations for the
Centre to be inadequate. Since that time a not.ice to members (pE 51.4c18) has
been distributed within the Committ-ee on Budgets enclosing the repcrt of the
Audi.t Foarci on the Centre's accounts for: the years 1975 and L976, together
with the Centre's reply.
This report, in conjunction with the general observat,ions contained in
t,he Audit, Bcard's overall report on the accounts for the financial year 1976,
shows that a rengthy period was required for the setting up of this
institution and the organization of iLs work: 'whj-le the initial appropriations
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for these two years amounted to 2,OO8,OOO u.a., the expenditure commitments
were limited to L,227,595 u.a. and the actual payments to 918,394 u.a.
Numerous other difficulties connected with'the budgetary estimates
necessitated a number of internal transfers of funds"
Only 65.3% of the 1976 budget was ut,ilized and only half of the 26 posts
on the establishment plan were filled; expenditure for equipment and fitting
out the premises accounted, in this financial year, for the bulk of the
Centre's costs. OnIy 62.3% of the commitments for the financial year in fact
resulted in palments.
On the assets side of the balance sheet, there is an entry totalling
some 650,000 u.a. for cash on hand and bank deposits, of which 254,OOO u.a.
represents a contribution by the Land Berlin for the fitting out of the
premises which it made available to the Centre without charge.
The Centre's reply gives only fragmentary anshrers to the Audit Board's
serious reservations and, in particular, does not clarify an unsatisfactory
situation in which the bulk of the budgetary appropriations, of which in any
case onLy half have been takeD upr were used for the equipment and fitting
out of pren.ises whilst, as at the end of this audit period, the institution
had performed no significant productive work.
CONCIUSIONS
The draftsman of this working document wonders whether a reservation
should not be made once again in granting a discharge to this institution.
In particular - and this applies also to the consideration of another
decentralized inst,itution (the foundation in Dublin) which follows - the '
question arises as to the utility of such institutions when a period of two
years is needed for preparatory work before they can begin their proper
activities. Under these conditions it certainly cannot be maintained that
the available appropriations have been used economieally.
r r r . Eergpee!-I9etg3!19!--f9!_!!9_IsprgygBg!!_9I_!Iy13s_3!g_ggrEl!g
gelgr!less-lggllrlL
The budgetary practices of the European Foundation in Dublin are if
anything even more abnormal given that 1975 was the first finaneial year for
this institution. The slowness in translating ideas and programmes into
practical activities is again apparent here in the extraordinarily long )
period taken up by initial organization: the Council originally provided.
for the foundation to be established in an action prograrnme on the
- 
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environment, in Nouember 1973 followed by the social action programme of
L975t but the necessary Council regulation was not enacted until !{ay 1975.
The administratiue board and the committee of experts did not meet, until
May and October 1976 respectiuely. The staff recruited as of November 1975
(4 A posts out of a total of 18 posts on the establishment plan) were not
able to occupy the premises until December L976, and then only provisionally.
Because of these factors the budget of 1.2 million u.a. for this
institution also had to be completely rearranged by .i-nternal tranEfers of
appropriations and, despite this fundamental revision, it was still only
partially implemented (against commi-tments of 73.8/", payrnents totalled
only 15 .2%) .
These figures reflect the considerable delay in setting up the
foundation.
Ttre Audit Board discovered subst,antial shortcomings:
cost statements without the accompanying vouchers required
for a proper audit of expenditure
travel expenses calculated on the basis of the officiale' place
of origin instead of the place of work;
no tender procedure for architectural services used in fitting
out the premises;
no orderly inuentory for office furniture, equipment and materials;
failure to take measures needed to obtain exemption from VAT
on purchases;
- failure to eliminate the possibility of double palzments of
travel expenses and subsistence allowances.
Although the European Foundation has, in its reply, clarified certain
points of criticism raised by the Audit Board and given an assurance that
many of the shortcomings listed will be corrected at the beginning of L977,
the question arises as to whether - in view of the minimal activity of the
institution which, for example, only began fitting out its premises after
the signing of the lease on 5 April L977 - a discharge in respect of the 1976
financial year should not be deferred until the audit report for 1977 is
submitted after which these two financial years can be reuiewed jointly in the
case of the European Centre for the Development of Vocational ?raining.
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(B) Expenliture in the aqricqltur-al sqC,tor
Drpenditure ,in this area has itroraased,-by"1a5% in Lhe l'ast two years
with commitments rising by as.nr,rch'as Z.LC/., lo more,than 5':million u.a.
The increase in palments of only 45%;refl:dcts.s6fte slo$neSs in putting new
progranunes into operatiori
The growth of commitments and payrments is due principally to
developments in the agricultural regearch programme providing for the
coordinat,ion at Community level of certain national research measures and
joint projects to intensify and complement the work being carried out in
the Member States.
The Audit Board regrets that it is impossible to monitor the progress
of research work since only global commitments of appropriations are
prorrided and the projects continue to Euffer long delays aa in the past.
There is even some uncertainty as to the duration of the multiannual
research programme
138 research contracts have been signed in all for which, contrary to
the provisions of the Financial Regulation, only globa1 appropriation
commitments divided according to sectoral research prograrunes have been
provided instead of individual commitments. There was also insufficient,
evidence of the regularity of some payments and the necessary spot checks
have not yet, been undertaken.
(c) D<penditure in the industrial an9 enerqv sectors
In the 1976 financial year the funds provided in this gector were
allocated exclusively to Community projects for technological development
in the hydrocarbons field. In particular, communi-ty aid has been directed
to improving technology for the location, extraction, storage and transport
of hydrocarDons.
As so often in the implementation of research programmes, there have
been difficulties and irregularies such as the signing of contraets
after the conclusion of reEearch work, and substantial contract extensions.
Appropriations newly entered in the budget often remain largely unused,
white in the case of other projects appropriations could not be used because
of the otd problem of failure by the Council of Uinisters to adopt in time
the corresponding proposal for a regulation submitted by the Cormnission.
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CONCIJUSIONS
All these shortcomingc and points of, criticism prompt the draftEman
of this working docunrent to rpquegt an explanation from the Coruission and
to ask it to t".ke practica] acFion and provide evidence of an improvement
so that difficulties of this kind can be eliminated once and for all in the
research sectof.
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PART FOI.IR:
Amounts involved
RESEARCH AND INVESTMEIIT
1. In the 1976 budget, commitment appropriations totalling 299,233,27O
units of account were made availablei as well, a sum of L2,24O,73O units
of account remained outstanding from the 1975 financial year and a further
amount of 660,996 units of account became availabl.e by the release of
comnitments from previous financial years.
2. During the 1976 financial year, the clearance of commitments by way
of palrments totalled 12I,394,794 units of account which, broadly, represented
an increase of one-fifth over the preceding financial year. Ho\"rever,
as the following table shows, t,he total involved represented less than
2% ot the budget of the Communities and, clearly, is far from enough to
make any significant impact on the overall research needs of Europe.
Percentaqe of budqet devoted to research & investment
L972
L973
L974
L97s
]-976
L.7 5
L.45
1.61
t.62
1.60
Basic control considerations
3. In its examination of the 1975 accounts, the Control Sub-Committee
carefully considered the criteria that should appty to the presentation
of the section of the budget dealing with research and investment
'|
outlay.- !'our criteria were identified:
i) Possibility for post factum control;
ii) Pcssibility for carrying out effectiveness control;
iii) Transparency of presentat,ion; and
iv) Possibility for monitoring.
4. Insofar as post factum control is concerned, Parliament considered
it desirable that the budgetary authority should be able to verify that
the actual expenditure reflected the budget decisions and that the
audit authority should be readily able to confirm that the money spent
reflected faithfully the intentions in the budget.
1ro.. L65/77, pages 51 - 58
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7. It should also be possible for
Control Sub-Committee 
- 
to monitor
5. As regards effectiveness control, it would appear highly desirable
that the internal procedures of the Commission should be such as would
make it possible to judge whether the methods applied and the research
lines being pursued are likely to lead to fruitful results. It should
be possible to apply techniques that would show whet,her the Community
was getting the biggest possible bang for each buck expended. AIso,
the system of accounting followed, together with the management methods
ehould make it possible (i) to abandon research activities that were
clearly headed for a cul-de-sac and (ii) for the research personnel to be
gwitched to other - more promising - activities. The Conrnittee on
Budgets has always attached very great importance to these aspects which
could be termed the 'shrinkage possibilities'.
6. Insofar as the pleE€ntetrln and leyout is concerned, it should be
possible for the audit authority - and above all for the budgetary
authority - to check through the various lines rapiCly. It should be
possible for Parliament to amend the draft budget in an expeditious and
straightforward manner. Hohrever, once again, during the eourse of
the examination of ,the 1978 draft budget, it became apparent that the
presentation is so complicated that even the Commission experts can
experience difficulty in unravelling its ramifications.
Parliament - and especially for its
the pattern and pace of expenditure
during the course of the financial year.
Recent amendment of the presentation
8. Last year, with a view to making the presentation of the research and
investment appropriations more transparent, the Commission put forward a
_1proposal- for an amendment of the relative part of the Financial Regulation.
This proposal was, in turn, revised by the Conunittee on Budgets'. To
add greater clarity to the presentation of the research and investment
appropriatrons, the Rapporteur suggested the following formula for this
chapter:
"That special chapter shall contain, in pari:icular,
appropriations intended to f inance:
- 
direct actions;
- 
indirect actions; and
- 
concerted actions.
1oo..87/77
2Do". L6B/77, report by Mr Shaw
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Direct actions mean research programmes executed
in the four estabrishment,s of the ,foint Research centre
and financed, in principle, entirely by tne Community
budget;
fndirect aetions mean progratnmes executed by way of
contracts by national organizations and partly
financed by the General Budget of the European
Communities; and
corrcerted actions consist of community efforts under-
t-aken to coordinate individual national research
activities and in respect of which the General
Budget of the European Communities bears only
expenditures of an administrative nature.,,
tontinuinq inadesuacies
9. Despite the revised presentation, the layout of the research and
investment part proved to be less than satisfactory from a transparency
iriewpoint. A number of difficulties came up during the course of the
examination of the 1978 draft budget, particularly when nrembers put
down draft amendments. Clearly, a further overhaul of the presentation
is required and indeed it was noted in the resolution of parliamentl,
adopted last December, that the research and investmenL provisions would
ne€d to be gone into again in the future by the Concili.ation Conunittee.
10. Theretore, the commission rearly must get down to a comprehensive
overhaul of its presentation. Furthermore, it is to be hoped that
the Court of Auditors, during the course of their examinat.ion of this
part of the budget,, wirr have an eye to the possibility of reforming the
presentation. Any such comments by the court in the context of the
annual report would be most welcome.
The "Waterinq Can" effect
11. As pointed out at paragraphs 1 and 2 above, the arpunt of money
being made available for research and investment operations is relatively
miniscule when regard is had to the tasks involved. rt is noted that{his amount is spread over a very wide range of headings. rndeed, whirgt,
on the one hand, it. courd be argued that this broad spread enabres the
Community to help coordinate research activities, on the other hand there
is a school of thought which suggests that the effectiveness of the outlay
is weakened by the use of community appropriations as though they were
IO.r7. C5, VoI. 2L, 9/L/7A, page 19
- 
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distributed from a watering can. Here again we have an issue which the
Court of Auditors could look at in the future when examining accounts.
The Qecision on JET
L2. Rather long delays arose in reaching a decision on the iIET project;
this revealeC very grave shortcomings in Community decision-making
proeedures. Such shortcomings could have - and, indeed, in the case
of ,JET did have - costly budgetary consequences. The cost arose
on r€v€raI fronts; first of all, there was the maintenance of theJET
team .during the yeais 1976 and L977, including support facilities such
as laboratories. This cost.has been put at about 3 MEUAs. To this
must be added the cost of certain industrial contracts which had to be
prolonged and which had an impact of about a further t tIEUAs. As well,
there are certain long term repercussions which are difficult to determine,
and which had as their effect a delay in achieving the programme as a
whole. In other words, what had been a possible initial advantage has
lapsed somewhat. This particular loss, which could indeed be very
great, is almost impossible for your draftsman to quantify.
13. It woulC appear to be a matt,er for the Control Sub-Conunittee to pay
particular regard to the elimination of avoidable losses of this nature.
As has been pointed out by many members of Parliament, by European
scientists and by other competent persons, the irrordinate delays in
taking a decision on theJET could have had the effect of causing
Europe to lose its lead in fusion research; furthermore, it may have
resulted in the loss by emigration from Europe to non-European countries
of highly gualified scientist,s. Such waste is avoidable and regrettable.
while the solution of the basic faults that make for such delays in
decigion-making cannot be readily found by the Sub-Committee, the control-
authorities ehould be keenty aware of the resultant costs and should, by
highlighting them, strive to bring about more efficient and more expeditious
Community decis ion-making procedures.
Mobility of researchers
L4. 'considerable importance attaches to there being an appropriate degree
of mobility of research staff within the Community as between Community
Institutions, universities and other research establishments. Such
mobility should help to ensure a degree of creati.ve tension and, even if
only a relatively small percentage of researchers and scientists are
involved, could yield productive results by way of cross-fertilization of
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ideas and a consistent renewal of approaches to the tackling of research
problems. It is appreciated that scope for mobility is relatively slight,
given the nature of community rnstitutions, the age of the scientists
and regearchers involved and the high degree of specialization. Neverthelees,
wherever possible, such mobitity should be encouraged.
Balance between expenditure on staff and on pure reqearch
15. Once aeain, the Cort rol Sub-Conunittee draws attent,ion to the
importance of keeping a cont.inuing watch on the need for an appropriate
balance as between outlay on staff and outlay on true research.
*"1c--1sE}:s.
16. In its rePort on the accounts for the financial year 1976, the Audit
Board gave particulars of a number of questions in relation to which it was
not satisfied that good financial management was not observed and the
provjsions of ttE financial regulation may not have been respected.
Following are some of the key issues involved.
Ispra 1 react,or
L7. The report describes the history of the ctosing down of the Ispra I
reactor. The cost of the transfer of the Euraccs converter to the
Ifna reactor at the University of Pavia, which had provisionally been
fixed at 183,000 u.a. finally proved to be 450,000 u.a., to which
must be added 59,505 u.a. for the purchase, in December L9'14, of enriched
uranium -.235 for use in the converter. The report goes on to state that:1
"The cost of building the Rabbit device rose to 603,000 u.a., but
since the budgetary appropriations were generally speaking in-
adequate many costs v/ere charged against various research
objectives. As regards commitments, an amount not accounted for
by a service rendered (31,031 u.a.) was even entered in the
appropriation account with a view to offsebting the shortfall in
the appropriations for the financial year 1975. In 1976, this
operation was regularLzed out of the proceeds of the sale of 52
fue1 elements to the CNEN. "
18. The report also points out that the use of the Rabbit device by the
Joint Research Centre was not invoiced by Essor. I'urthermore,
'|
-Audit Board report on 1976 financial year accounts, paragraph 1I4, page
141.
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the report continuesl
"A reactor facility known as 'slow Chopper' was transferred to the
University of Berlin, where it was to be housed free of charge for
a period of 10 years, subject to tacit extension, without a formal
contract. "
Contracts
19. At paragraph 116(d), the AudiL Board points out certain difficulties that
arose in regard to contracts and concluded that2
"In view of the errors in estimating the duration and coet of the wqk
noted in the case of the IRA loop, it would seem regrettable that
the Cor,mission saw fit to effect payment by means of a lurnp sum
amounting lo 8O% of the total value of t.he contracts.
Purchases of equipment which the suppliers were auLhorized to make
themsel.res are invoiced to the Commission subject to a surcharge of
22%, which is not justified.
Signing of the contracts, including a down-payment of Lo% (totalling
1,311,186 u.a.), took place before the safety studies hrere completed
and before the necessary permits had been obtained from the competent
safety organizations. Moreover, construction work has still not
^ 
been started. "
The Audit Board concluded that "as the permits are not expected ungil
the beginning of L978, the haste with which t.he commission, on a proposal
from the Essor management committee, signed the two contracts, entails a
eerious risk of squandering funds.
Mote planninq of contracts needed
20: The Control Sub-Committee accepted the wisdom of the Audit Board's
conclusion, in the light of the above-mentioned and other issues, that
"invitations to tender should only be issued following a more detailed
examination of existing requirements, and after more thorough p1anning.,,3
.l. 
--Paragraph 114 of report, page 141, Iast indent of ,a),)
-Paragraph 116 of report, page I44, 3rd, 4th and 5th indents of ,d),3P"t"g..ph 1I9 of report, page 14g, last indent of ,c),
Furthermore, the control sub-committee noted that, at the final sub-paragraphof paragraph 1L6, the Audit Board sets out a sumrnary of a serieg ofcriticiems: 
-
- the premature conclusion of contracts before the security studieshad been completed;
- under-estimetion of expenditure;
- 
commitments not properly accounted for; and
- too frequent recourse to direct purchase.
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Transfers
2L. Attention must be drawn
eummed up very succinctly by
Paragraph 120 (f):
also to transfers. The situation hag been
the Audit Board in the final sub-paragraph of
"There are still differences between the estimates and expendituieby type, and thege regurarly give rise to considerable transfers ofappropriations., The causes of these chronic discrepancies, $rhichaffect the varidity of the budget estimates and detract from theclarity of the decisions, must be established.,,
Conclus ions
22' while this part of the budget constitutes a relatively small share(less than 2% ) of the total budget, it deals with a sphere rfhich is ofkey importance to the future of the EEC. Moreover, if the share of thebudget devoted to agricuLture (three-quarters of the total) is taken asgiven, it follows that the part devoted to research and investmentconstitutes a far 16a6 significant part of discretionary expenditure.
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PART FIVE: SOCIAL FUND
A. INTRODUCTION
I. Basis
' The social Fund, set up pursuant to Articles 123 - L28 of the EEC
Treaty, has the general aim of improving emplolment opportunities for
workers in the Common Market and contributing thereby to raising the
standard of living. This aim is to be achieved by promoting workersl
versatility and increasing their goegraphical and occupational
mobility within the CommunitY.
On 1 February L97L the first Reform of the Social Fund was adopted,
and, with a series of Council decisions and regulations dated 20 Decembet L977,
the Social Fund undenrent a further review-
. The old Social Fund thus expired on 3L December L976'
Unlike the procedure under the ol-d Fund where grants were paid in
a single snm, under the new Fund up to A5% of palnnents can be made in advance.
II. IEP9I!3399
As a resul-t of the considerable increase in the size of the Fund for
the 1978 financial year, coupled with the increase in its taske due to the
poor economic position of the community, the Fund is acquiring growing
importance.
The increase in the Fund's resources has provided One reason for
eliminating the procedural difficulties highlighted in the report of the
Committee on Budgets on the discharge to the Commission for the 1975
financial ,""rI, where particular attention was drawn to the need to rectify
the discrepancy between applications and available resources-
III. contIgl-3gPgglg
The reform of the Social f'und in December 1977 has meant that in
many respects the years 1976 and L977 repxesent a transitional stage,
in which many of the former shortcomings stil-I persist. However, for that.
very reason, the regularity and sound management of past operations must
be reviewed, while dtiff attempting to draw lessons for the future, when
the new regulations are introduced.
1 Aig.,". Report (ooc. 165/77)
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To ensure maximrm continuity of eontrol,
be made with the results of the 1975 control
the problems and questions raj.sed have been
The following series of guestions were
on the discharge for L9752
The fact that these two years represent
prompt the Control Subcommittee to consider the
in close cor.nection with the discharge for 1977
questions that are as yet unresolved.
solved.
a transitional phase should
Sroblems that arose in 1976
and to pursue actively the
close comparisona
to find out to what
shouLd
extent
raised in parliament,s report
' the delays in the decisions on the financing of projects and the
related problem of the use of the appropriations entered in the budget;
- the difficulties in granting part_palments (up to $%) t
- the dilatoriness of Member states in submitting applications;
- 
thc probrem of the forms for the submission of applications forpalzment and the eonsequent delay in reaching decisions;
- the chronie shortage of staff in Lhe departments responsible;
- the problem of the 'actual costs' system of payments for both. theimplementation and audit machinery;
- the shortcomings noted at on-the_spot audits;
- finally, the damaging effects that the delays in financing andimplementinE projects have on the regurarity and sound management
of Community finances.
The Control Subcommittee will deal individually with this set of
questions and the measures taken bv the Commission on the basis of the
criticisme raised in the report on the 1975 discharse.
rv . !51!_i9l:eE 
_e!_!!s_ Egg:e!_Islg_tl 
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fn its answer to a series of questions raised by the draftsman of
thls workinE document the Commission confirms that the years 1975 and 1977
must be regarded as a transitional phase. rt refers to the experience gained
since 1972 with the new lluropean Social Fund and to the new problems that have
arisen since 1975 as a result of the economic situation in the l,lember States.
The w'ider range cf problems made it necessary to apply stricter criteria in
determining which applications qualified for support and the priority to be
accorded to +-hen. In L976 and 1977 across-the-board reductions even had to
be made.
Re the individual questions:
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(a)TheAuditBoardcontinuestodeplorethecumbersQmenatureofthe
decision-making procedure, that is to say the delay between the
applicationforaidbYaMemberStateandtheCommissiondecision.
This takes about 12 months' the Commission decision as a rule coming
about IL months after the meeting of the Fund commit'tee'
The Commission explains this by the volume of applications received
in l_976, which made it necessary to carry out across-the-board
reductions in the applications. In consequence, initial i.nstalments
were granted only for top-priority projects, The bulk of the applica-
tions could not be considered until the decision was taken on the second
instalment in late L976. Unfortunately, because of the internal
procedures that are required, the Commission takes the view that it is
not possible to expedite the decision-naking procedure. The detailed
reasons for this will need to be gone into more closely in the next
discharge report. It should be ascertained whether matters could not be
expedited by tightening up the administration, imprcving the organization
and reducing the toing and froing between the Fund Committee, the llember
States and the Commission. Thought would need to be given here to the
possibility of modifying the decision-making arrangements at the
Commission, which usually decides on Payment applications only in the
middle and at the end of the year.
(b)InPiteofthenewsystemofmakingadvancepalmentsofupEoS5%,
in the 1976 financial year stilL onIy a tiny proportion of the
appropriations for the financial- year was used (1'81%) '
As mentioned in the Audit Board's last rePort, in 1976 about 5O0
million u.a. were due to be paid out (taking account of the sums carried
over from the previous year), but in fact only aboul 256 million u.a.
were paid out, which nevertheless represents an increase of 10@ over
the preceding year (127 million u.a.) '
The stil-l- considerabre delays in payments and the explanations
given by the Audit Board are in sharp contradiction with the
Commission's repeated protestations that the Ivlember States are
responsible for the delays in palrnents. The Audit Board feels that
an investigation of the internal settrement procedures and
administrative practices of the commission is neeessafy.
In its reply the Commission points out that, even after the intro-
duction of the system of advances of up to 85%, littLe use had been
made of this option, as many Member states preferred to delay their
applications in order to avoid duprication of effort in furnishing
supporting evidence. This meant, for example, that the bulk of
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applications for appropriations
until the second half of 1977.
4C/" of one Member State's share
1976 remained unclaimed.
committed in 197G were not submitted
At the end of July 1978 more than
of the appropriatrous available from
rt should be asked here whether the application proeedure is
too cumbersome in view of the fact that the Member states hesitate
use it despite the prospect of advance payments of up to g5%.
(c) A further reason for the delay in the settl-ement of palments was
the failure of Member States to provide fulI supporting documents
with applications for aid. The Commission attempted to overcome
this drawback by drawing up a new form. This autempt was not
successful. The control subcommittee had arready noted these
shorteomings in its report on the discharge for the Iq75 .financial
year. The commission made no mention of the development of a
further improved form in L976 or what success, if any, had been
achieved with it
since the introduction of commitment and payment appropriations it
has fortunately been possible to solve the problem that arose when
extending the duration of projects. The scope that exists for trans-
fers of appropriations and for meeting previous commitments out of
the current budget means that changes to, or the complete aban-
donment of projects are no longer necessary.
On-the-spot audits:
ln L976 there were only 53 on-the-spot checks, compared with g2 in
1975. The Audit Board noted with regret a further reduction in staff.
According to information suppried by the commission the staffing 
.position has in the meantime somewhat improved and there are hopJs
of a further improvement in the immediate future-
(f) Preparatory studies and pilot schemes:
Approximately 1 million u.a. was spent in this area in L976. The Audit
Board had already criticized the inadequate publication and dissemina-
tion of findings in its 1975 report.
According to information supplied by the commission, summary reports
on pilot schemes and studies are distributed to the members of the
Fund Committee, interested organizations in the Member States and the
EuroPean Parliament. Fu1l reports are obtainable from the Commission
in Brussels and the information offices i-n the Member States. The,
Commission also explained that it had in the meantime taken steps to
arrange regular seminars on pilot schemes with t he aim of disseminating
research findings more widely. These seminars are furthermore
-stil1
to
(d)
(e)
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intended to help gauge whether such findings are important enough
to justify further measures by the Social Fund.
The justification of this expenditure would need to be looked into
more closely, as there seem to be grounds for the draftsman's fears
that very limited use is actually being made of these research
findings. Research projects would not seem to make much sense if
the practical implications of their findings need to be reappraised
by working parties or seminars.
(S) The Audit Board,has, on the basis of its own more extensive investigatLon
noted in the on-the-spot checks, serious shortcomings in a project in
Ire1and, The Commission has not so far taken up a position on this
matter.
v. Erggpgs!9-e!g-I9s!9!s-!9-!9-9=svl
Since control should never be carried out for its own sake or
focussed entirely on the past but should draw the proper conclusions for
the future, it might perhaps be useful to take a look at the year 1977
and at the current 1978 financial year:
With the Council regulations promulgated in December L977 the Social
Fund underwent a further reform, which entailed the following changes:
- 
the introduction of triennial guidelines for the management of the Fund,
- 
a procedure providing for advance payments of up to 85% in respect of
projects commenced prior to 1978,
- the procedure providing for two advances of 3C/" in respect of projects
commenced after I January L978.
On the basis of Commission decisions in June and July 1978 instructions
were issued to tighten up the organization of the Fund, in particular:
- 
an obligation on the Member States to submit reports on the imple- 
'
mentation of measures and their results,
- 
the requirement to submit payment applications within a given time-limit
(18 months) after termination of the measure concerned,
- the reqtrirement on the I'lember States to use standard forms when making
applications,
- 
the introduction of direct accountability on the part of the Member
States when ca11Lng on pa)rments.
The specific results obtained as a result of these measures are as
follows:
In L977 payments totalled 316 million u.a., a substantial increase
by omparison with 1976 but still far from that necessary to achieve the
figure envisaged back in L976 (see point (b) ) .
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The new rules wil1, in the Commission,s view, help speed upfurther the f10w of pa,ments. The initial effects can, it maintains,
already be seen but can only lead to success if the llember states makereally effective use of the opportunities available to them.
The Commission believos furthermore that, as a result of the new
regulations, decisions and provisions that came into effect in r97g,it is possible to detect a further improvement in the running of the
social Fund. For exampre, by mid-september 1ro milrion EUA had arreadybeen paid out of the appropriations available for 1979, a furtherloo million EUA was to be released shortry and a not inconsiderable numberof other applications were being processed and could therefore stilr bepaid out this year.
rt will continue to be necessary to keep the commission,s nehrprovisions and rules for improving the effectiveness of the sociar. Fund
and the practicar effects of these measures under crose scrutiny and,
where necessary, to revise them.
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PART S.tX: EUROPEAN REGIONAL DEVELOPI,IENT FUND
I . trntroduc-t ion
1. The European Regional ttovelopnent Fund wag eetabl'iehed by corrncil
Rogulatlon No. 724/75 on 18 ltarch I9?5 wlth the alm of correctlng the
prlnclpl regional imbalances.
3. projecta in industrial, handlcraft, lnfragtructure and acrvlcc actlvi.tlcr
ylthln aided areaa eatabliahed by Member States, are eligible for financing.
a. The aim of the prelent rremorandum ia to provlde an lntroduction to the
debrto on frnancing activitiea by the Fund in the flret two yeara of ltc
otlrrtlon ( lq l5* 1976) , by aununarlzlng and examlning aonc' of the 'comtmntl
madc by tho Audit Boarcl in lta'Report on tho accounts for the flnanclal
yoer 1976'.
tr. 9glwrltnPntr- and Pavrpntc
5. Aroletance flom the Eurolnan Regional Developrmnt Fund la, at urs kn6r,
condltlonal on Payrent of national aids. In fact, |t !a only after av1n9
cffcctcd lte own paylrent of aid that, 'upon Pre8entation of guarterly
rtatenpnta certlfying expenditure and the exietence of detalled supportlng
docunrcntr, , a l.tember state may apply to the community for paynent of thc
Fund'c eontribution. It may be uaeful to recall here that Article 4(2) of
thc Regulatlon establighlng the Fund provides that the Fund'a contributlon
Ilriy 'clthr.r aupplenr.nt ald granted to tho relevant inveatncnt by pnrbllc
authorltlea or rcmaln credited to thoae authorttlea and conaldered aa a
partltl rePayrEnt of such ald'-
2. The Fund'e endowrrent,
for the flrat three Yeartt
1976 and L977.
6. Any appropriatlonc unueed at the end of the
ovof to lubaequcnt Ycar8.
7. Durlnq t hc f irat Lw() y('ar! of actlvity, thc
payrruntr uere as shown ln thc followlng tablcr
(r) Commitrcnta
Appropr ration avallable
Brought forward from prevloul 1ruar
alao flxed by regulatlon, wal 1,3OO mltLlon u.a.
3oO mtlllon for 1975, and 5OO mllllon each for
financlal lretr are carrlcd
l.'und'e cormltnpntr rnd
1975 L976
3OO,OOO,OC" 5oorOoo,Ooo
22L,3:2
Approprlationa corunltted ln the
courae of tha flnanclal Year
3oo,O(xJ,Ooo
299,?7A,678
5@,22L,322
5oo,121,928
99,394Carricd forward to ncxt Year
't2
22t,322
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(b) Payments
Payments on appropriations committedduring the year
Payments on appropriations committedduring the previous year
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
L97 5
90, 669, o4g
197 6
2L7,999,779
59,33r,951
5oo,L2L,g2g 
-2L7,ggg,77g
282 ,L23, L4g
Payments cn appropriations committed ,,29g,77g,67g 
_during the year to be carried I -go; 60;',64;forward to subsequent year" 
i ffi
8.
above
(a)
The following are some comments and critical observations on the
r data:
The progress of commitments appears satisfaetory, since both in ]975
and 1976 almost all the appropriation available was committed. TheAudit Board points out, however, that some Menilcer States had submittedin 1925 ,fu1Iy prepared, applications, some of them relating toprojects begun or terminated by 1 January of that year. whire thedesire to avoid under-utilization of r,Iember states, shares is
understandable, such a procedure definitely appears to confliet withthe provisions both of Article 19 of the Regulation, which states that
aid sha1l be granted only on e:rpenditure incurred or to be incurred
'after the lst day of January tg7S,, oDd of Article L4, whereby theinvestors concerned sharr be informed that ,part of the aid granted to
them has been provided by the Community,.
when asked for what reasons Article 19 of the reguLation was notinterpreted to the letter, the Secretariat of the Regional Fund
forwarded to the secretariat of the committee on Budgets a noteputting the view that the notion of'e:<penditure,referred to in this
Artic-l-e relates not to the total e:<penditure on investment but only topublic er<penditure. since such pubric e>rpenditure is often made some
time after an investment takes place, public e:<penditure incurred
after 1 January 1975 does quarify for aid from the Fund even thoughthe investment to which it rerates h/as made before that date.
As regards the question of publicizing aid (Article 14), the Comrnission
representative assured the eontrol Subcommittee, at its meeting of 9June 1"978, that alr those receiving a contribution from the community$rere specifically informed of that fact.
(b) on the other hand, as regards the payments effected during the first
two years of the Regional Fund,s operation, it should be noted that thepayments in 1975 (9o,668,049 u.a.) represent barely 3c/, of the commitment(229,778,678 u.a.) and that those in 197 6 (217,gg8,779 u.a.) are
approximate]-y 44% of the commitments undertaken during the year. rtfollows that in the first two years, out of a total commitment of nearly
8OO million u.a., the payments executed (367,ggg,777 u.a.) were only
46% of the commitments actually entered into.
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1975
1976
Commitnrnts
299,?78,679
5oo,121,929
Payncnts
90, 568, o4g
59,331,951 effected
ln 1975
2L7 ,999,779
30. 2
19.8
43.5
TotaI 799,9OO,60^6 367 ,ggg,779
I! eo.o
I
The sccond Annual RePort of the European Regional DevelopfiEnt Fund(f976)l etatea that rate of paynent 'de;:ends largely on the alned with whlch
Mamber States pay their regional aids' . ?he Conwrittee on Budgete Ln lte;,,
oplnion on thie- rrlelcoree 'the assurance given by the Commission that pa!ffEnt
applicatione have generally been settled wlthln two r.rcekg of receipt,.
Tho Audlt Board, too, agreea that the rate of payncnt appear! aatl-
ftctory and that this seems to be due to the fact that ,fully prepared,
appllcatlone for PayrEnt, referred to in (a) above, were being aubmltted.
rt nevertheleee 6eema essentlal to polnt out that the amount of realdqal
ltabllitiee (olxrations, on which the commitrent hae been undertaken but
paynrnt not effected) of over 43O million u.a. in two lpars, ig rather 1arge.
rt 14, ln faet, eguar to about 54% of the appropriation available and
therefore, while the official version offered by t,he Commiesion (Second
Annual Report, P.38) concerning the rate of eubmission of applicatl.one (aone
60?6 of the appllcatlons submitted in 1976 eeem to have been received ln
Novembar and Decenber) can be acce;rted, it should neverthelese be agked:
- whether the commission had taken all the appropriate Bteps to urge l.bmbcr
Stater to eubmit projecta at a more even rate;
- whether, In the light of paat. exSrerience, the Commkalon doea not fecl
that lt ahould lndicate in a report the rEaaures lt intends to talte to
cpeed up the procedures as far ae poasible.
wlth this reaervation, it ie poasible to agree with the Cormlatlon,t
ltltcllEnt that '8om delay ie lnevltable betrreen commLtmnt and payrnnt
and above aLl when projecta take geveral yeara to compi.ete,S coneeguently
thla arpcct of the rnanagenpnt of the Fund ln the first two lrear! of lte
tetivity can be considered satisfactory.
In this connection the Secretariat of tfre neiional Fundstresses, in the note mentioned above j-n paragr"pr, (a), therelationship that exists between commitments and payments, whichtake several years to settle.
It is nevertheless reassuring to note that the Commissionhas brought pressure to bear on the governments of the Member
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PavrentaGffiffi;ts x loo
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
States to spread their requests for payments more evenly
over the year and in fact the proportion of requests for
payment in November and December 1977 was just over 30%
compared with 60% for the corresponding period in L976.
rtr.@
9. tn the two yeare under revtew the Corunkalon approvcd 2r?29 appltca-
tlonr for araletance. Of theee, 9{7 related to lnveetnnntr ln lnduetry
rnd thc rervicel 7 L,423 (of which 875 from the Unlted Klngdom) to
lnfraetructuree; and 358, mostly aubmltted by ltaly, to mountlln and h111
farnlng.
10. Thc nuniber of projects of IO milllon u.a. or more roge fron tt1 ln
1975 to 51 ln 1976. Thoee under 1O miltion u.a. nere 1,142 ln 1975 and
1,484 ln 1976.
11. The average Cormrnlty contrlbutlon waa 253,405 u.a. ln 1975 and
323,7O3 u.a. ln 1976.
12. It l. lmportant to rcalize that the gueation of dletrlbutlon of thr
ftntnclel rerource! har a elgnlficance rrc11 beyond nnrc etatletlcal
analyrlr.
It thould be retmrbered ln thla connectlon thatr
(a) For lnductrlal lnveetrrents, the ald granted mtet not cxcccd 2d oC
thc lnvertncnt coat, comlnred wlth the 30?6 whlch la granted for
proJecte ln the fleld of infrastructurea.
?
Thl la one reaaon why projects in the induatrlal tector accounted
Cot 45% of inveetnent financing ln 1976 but for only 25* of thc ald
granted;
Artlcle 5 of the ERDF Regulatlon providea that th€ Conrmlerlon rhall
exanlne In ;nrticular 'the consietency of the lnveatrent wLth the
nnge of actlona undertaken by the relevant tbmber State in favour ol
tha reglon concerned' taking apecial account of (point b) 'thc
Conununity'a programnrea or objectivee'; 
.
'The capltal lnveeted 1nr job ia generally more for largc proJcctl
than for enrall one!, the latter often belng etrongly labour lntcnatvor'
there la thuc a dlrect relatlonehlp betr*een the aLze of the proJeet
and Job creatlon. It ihould be noted ln thla connectlon that the
proJects which beneflted from the Fund's aaeiatance alned at creating
or maintaining 55,O@ joba in 1976 againet 5O,OOO Jobe In 1975r thir
ls leee than L% of the total number of unemployed In the nlne Conununlty
countrlea.
(b)
(c)
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13. In this connection the Commission was asked tc clarify
- 
to what extent the projects which it helped to finanee comply with the
general guidelines of regional policy;
- how far it was possible to select among the. applications from the l[ember
States those which eonformed most closely to the predetermined aims;and
the commission should state whether too much weight l^'as not given to the
desire to avoid the build-up of unspent balances in granting applications
ind iscriminate IY.
The Secretariat of the Regional Fund replied to these questions as
follows :
- 
on the first question, it stressed that the new guidelines on the Community's
regional rpolicy presented to the Council in June 1977 provided the basis
for a comprehensive system of analysis and policy formulation involving the
drawing up every two and a half years of a report on the economic and
social development of the regions of the Community. Hrrt/ever, pending the
first report, the Community's regional policy would continue to depend
essentially on complementing the policies of the various !4ember States;
- as to the criteria for selecting applications, it gave assurances that
choices were made in consultation with the llember States concerned.
Since, moreover, these choices were made having regard to the criteria
laid down in Article 5 of the Fund Regulation, the accusation of 'granting
applications indiscriminately' was unfounded.
L4. The Commission would also do well to act on its own comments on the
inter-relation between actions under the regional policy and job-creation,
and to inform the Committee on Budgets what instruments it has been able to
muster in the past to ensure that applications on projects likely to make
an effective contribution to solving the serious employment problem are
granted.
IV. Distribution and utilization
15. It wilt be remembered that by the provisions of Article 2 of Regulation
No. 724/75 establishing the European Regional Development Fund, the available
resources are to be shared by all the Member States according to a distribu-
tion scale in which ltaly's portion is 40% of the resources, the United
Kingdom's 28%, France's 15%, etc.
16. What is of more immediate interest to us here, however, is to examine
in greater detail the use made by the countries of their respective shares.
- 
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It should perhaps be observed at this point that. while some states(the Netherlands, United Kingdom, Italy, France, Ireland) have used the
Fund's resources beyond the limit of their allocated share, utilization.by
others (Belgium and Luxembourg) has been incomplete, if not totally in-
adeguate. For Germany, notably, the utilization rate has been bareLy 57.g%.
At the meeting of the contror subcommittee of 9 rTune L97g, the
Commission rePresentative took the view that the lower use of the Fund by
the Federal Republic of Germany was attributable to administrative difficul-
ties between the various L5nder and the central government. However, the
explanatory note forwarded to the Secretariat of the Committee on Budgets
adds that part of the outstanding portion of Germany's quota for the period
1975 to 1-977 was allocated during lg7g.
v. Control
L7- rt is clear, as the Audit Board also states, that where financial aid
was granted, as in L975, for projects already completed before the estabtish-
ment of the Fund,the guestion of control, for obvious reasons, tends to'
Iose some of its importance.
18. The Commission, nevertheless, states that ,g7 inspection visits hrere
made during the yearr added to visits undertaken in 1975, the number of on_
the-spot checks since the Fund was established has been 13r,.
19. In this connection it should be stressed:
- that in its opinion on the annuar report of the European Regional
Development Fund, the Committee on Budgets stated that it wished to know
'the number of on-the-spot checks made in the presence of represenLatives
of the Audit Board. From the latter's report, it transpires that on_the_
spot checks in which the Audit Board was abre to participate during rgTG
were 6 in number : In Belgium, France (twice), Italy, Luxembourg and the
United Kingdom;
- that, as the Audit Board puts it, there has sometimes been, on the parl ot
the national authorities responsible, a restrictive interpretation of the
Audit Board's powers of control;
that the checks carried out give little evidence to support the statement
in paragraph 61 of the second Annual Report that no irregularity was
ascertained. For instance, the Audit Board reports that in two cases it
was impossible to ascertain that supporting documents were in the posses-
sion of the beneficiary undertakings and that it had not even been pos-
sible to find definite proof of payment of national aids
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20. The Committee on Budgets, therefore:
- 
reaffirming the need to provide all the instruments required to
investigate the use {nade of the grants paid, calls on the commission
to submit a memorandum on the actions effected in the past and on
measures which it intends to adopt to ensure the iorrect application
ofArticlegoftheERDFRegulation,whichgovernscontrols.
2L. In the light of the above comments, your raPporteur proposes that
the following points be included in the resolution attached to the remarks
on the discharge:
- 
Fi.rstly, having regard to the rate of take-up of commitments, and
thesatisfactorypatternofpayments,welcomestheprogress
achieved to date but calls upon the commission to bring pressure
to bear on the lltember states to speed uP as far as possible the
operations for which they are responsible'
the fact that not all the countries have
allocated to t.hem, asks the Commission to
ensure a more uniform utilization of
-Asregardsaudits,noteswithsatisfactionthatnomajor
irregularities have been observedi nevertheless, with regard
to the comments of the Audit Board, calls upon the
appropriate departments in the Commission to give the closest
possible prior consideration to applications for financing' 
,
confidentthattheCommunity.sauditingandbudgetaryauthorities
will contj-nue to exercise the subsequent controls and audits with
their customary effectiveness. For on the proper inplementation
of these operations depends not only the achievement of what is
one of the priorities in Community policy' but the very image of
the communitY itself-
- Ivlore generally, points out that it is the regional policy which
willbethetestoftheCommunity,sabilityiocorrectitsown
gocio-economic imbalances, an important preeondition if, for
example, in the monetary field there are to be any practical'
stable and Iasting achievements. It therefore ca11s upon the
Commission to make every effort to ensure that the r€sources
of the Regional Fund, through a wise use of the criteria for
selectingProjects,aredirectedtowardssupra-national
objectives, which are in the true interests of the community.
- 
Ivloreover, in view of
fullY used the quota
pursue its efforts to
available resources.
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PART SEVEN: EAGGF - Guarantee Section
Introduction
1. Expenditure in relation to agriculture accounts for three-quarters
of the total Community budget; this part relates to the single Community-
wide policy which is actualry furly integrated; it is also a domain of
community activity which is widely commented on in the press 
- and not
always in a favorrable way. Therefore, this section of the budget
$rarrants the moEt thorough consideration by the audit authority, and in this
document the key auditing issues are explored.
Amount available in 1976 for EAGGF Guarantee
2. The foltcwing table1 
""t"Guarantee Furposes.
out the sums available in 1976 for EAGGI'
these appropriations:
Use of appropriations during 1976
?3. The following table- sets out the use made of
Commitments entere
Unused appropriati
be carried forward
Pogitive asp€cts of EAccF activitv
4. Before going into
Committee considers it
of the EAGGF. These
the details of the 1976 accounts, the Control Sub-
appropriate to recall a number of positive aspects
were looked at by the Committee on Budgets, in the
1source: Paragraph 2.3.3 of com (77) 591 final2Tr"r,sf"t from Item 6200 (refunds on milk a mitk products) to items 9200 a
92LO (food aid), approved by the council on B April 1976.
'rorrt.., Paragraph 65(f) of the Audit Board's report on the accounts for theL976 tinancial year.
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Initial budget
Transfer to Chapter g22 (Food aid)
Supplementary and amending budget
22.7L. L976
Tota 1:
u. a.
5, 160, 300, 000
42,4OO, OOO
7L7,370,OOO
5,835,27O,OO.O
r d into
ri tions requested
Cancelled appropriat ions
Tota 1:
u. a.
5,626,199,855
92, 355,265
116,714,880
5,835,270,OO0
pasL, notably in the context of the opinionl on the stocktaking of the2-3
common agricultural policy- and the rePort on the 1978 draft budget-.
Atthough certain p€rsistent surpluses have been generated, the security of
Cornmunity food supplies has been enhanced, Price stability has been
improved, the trend of Member State expenditure in relation to agriculture
has been moderated and there has been a diminution in certain food imports
with a consequential saving to the balance of payments of the Community.
Maior chanqes in aqriculture
5. The imp:'ession given, in some guarters, is that the operation of
the common agricultural policy has led to the maintenance of a cossetted
agricultural sommunity with a minimum of disturbance of the existing
structure. This vi.ew i.s very wide of the mark, indeed.x As the
followi-ng L.ab1e showa, t-lrere hae l)een a drastic faIl in the number of
persons engaged in agriculture, in the Community, durirg the relatively
brief history of the CommunitY.
(in thousands)
eountry 1960 t97 3 Percenta ge
der.raase
Germany
France
Italy
Netherlands
Be lg ium
Luxembourg
tlnited Kingdom
l)enm: rk
2,21_6
3,529
4 , O0'7
364
307
22.4
990
318
1, I01
1,753
1,830
264
t2a
12.6
626
166
s0. 3
50. 3
54.3
27 .5
58.0
43. I
36.8
47 .8
TOTAL: ]-]-,7 53.4 5, 890.6 49.9
Ireland: No figures available
Source: Yearbook of Agricultural Statistics, 1977.
6. It is clear from the above table that there has been a most dramatic
change in the nwdber of people vrorking on the land in al-l Member States
of the Community. The effects of this in social, economic and environmental
terms are considerable. Extra }and should have become available for
farmers wishing to improve their efficiency; an effort should be made to
establish whether, in fact, the land that should have been utilised more
economlcally was put to good use.
,l^  of course, it: rnust be admitted that big farmers in certain lines of production
have fared extremely well under the CAP, whilst many smal-ler farmers have
been inadequately helped.
r___-_i--
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7. The major drift out of agriculture has far-reaching implicatlons with
cocial, environmental and economic content. There is the danger of rendering
large communities non-viable, of the ageing of the remaining agricultural
population, of the running down of infrastructure across broad areas of the
Community. rn looking at the monies spent out of the conununity budget,
Parliament should be conscious of these aspects; it is by gauging the impact
of money sPent already that one discovers the medium term shortcomings 
- oEr
indeed, benefits 
- of poticies adopted year by year.
8. Hohrov€r, the data and techniques available to us are, at this stage,
relatively inadequate. Nevertheless, certain questions should be posed
and apecific examinations undertaken. rn this domain, the boundaries
between the guidance and guarantee sections of agrieulture are rather
lese rigid than is sometimes thought and an improved interrocking of the
rystems of support and redirection ls highly desirabte.
g. The difficulties .ti"ir,g in this important area of the budget have been
noted for some time by Parliament e.g. in the r,asANl)report on the apprieation ofthe council directives on agricultural reform of ApriL 19722). rn that
report the probrem was set out very clearry. At paragraph 3 of the
Explanatory Statement, the following statement is made:
I 
"considerable discrepancies stirr exist both in agriculture,between differ,ent production sectors and differeit regions, andbetween agriculture and other branches of industry.
These discrepancies cannot be smoothed out by the price por.icy
alone ae they.are mainly rerated to poor tarming siructuiei,Iow productivity and unfavourable natural production conditionsin economically baclcrpard areas.
t Although the comnon price policy has hitherto been the main meana
' of supporting agrieulturar- incolres, it mainly benefits r"rgefarms which are in fact those which least require increasei inprices to support a reasonabre standard of riiving. c""""quentty,the price policy alone is not capable of solving the fundjmentalprobrems of agricutture and even contributes towards wideningthe gap in agricurturar incomes. A socially.-orientatea agricur_tural policy.is required to sorve the above probrems. rn order toselect the right instruments for such a polily wo have t" r"",how important a prace we should give to lgricutture in the
community 
€conomy and how nany personsr are consequ€ntly requiredin t}ris sector. Economic and locial facirities.witt irr.rri"necessary to enabre the agricul-turaL popuration to decide freerywhether they wish to continue their agricutturaL activities ornot.
rt is therefore regrettable that this poricy is so srow to g€t
under way. rf more money had been allocateo to the comnonstructurar policy there would have been speedier rearisationof structural improvements and less exp.nditure wourd have beenreguired for market support measures ana the price policy.
') *". 3oL/7c>2lcon(ZS) 87 final
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It is therefore necessary that, in the all-ocation of Community resourcesgr€ater account should be taken of the Community's structural policy than
has hitherto been the case. "
SecoEd report on Aqricultural reform
10. The Conmission has made avaitable a remarkably elear and readable reportl
on the application of the Council directives on agricultural reform. In this
document, the Corunission repeated what had already been stressed earLier by
parliament: "support of narkets and agricultural prices alone is not enough
to solve the income problems of market farmers who operate relatively small
holdings", (paragraph t.3) .
LI. The report goes on to point out that markets and prices policies and the
structural policy should complement each other. Here again, the Corsnigsion'g
lLne is in accordance with that of Parliament. Howev€r, it should perhaps
have gone on to stress that more emphasis should have been Laid on the guidance
side.
Shortcominqs noted bv the Conmission in the execution of the socio-structural)dlrectl-ves-
L2. As regards the common measures, the Commission points out that data on
irqrlementation is stitl outstanding for some Medber States; this is
attributable to the fact that the political and administrative authorities
have been slow in putting national provisions into effect. Furthermore,
it pointed out that, towards the end of L977, Italian farmers, for instance,
were still not reaping the benefits of the common measures.
13. As regards Directive 72/L59/EE3, the report indicates that there hag
been an intensification of production in certain regions of the Conununity
and this has been particularly pronounced in the livestock sector, including
milk products. This particular development illustrates, as the Commission
rightly points out, "the need to keep to the primary objective of the
agricultural structures policy, i.e. to bring about a substantial change in
production structure, in particular by increasing the area farmed by
each holding", (paragraph 2.11) .
L4. As regards Directive 72/L6O/EE3, data available up to 1975 and estimates
for L976 reveal the fact that some 37,500 farmers have receiver either
retirement annuities or a lump sum palment. However, an analysis indicated
that only L2% of the area'released has been used for the purposes specified
in the Directive and that repayment has only been sought in less than 2%
of casee. The Commission goos on to state that "almost no Mefiber State
lcom(27) 650 finalzDirective 72/L5,/EF,C, 72/L6O/rlF,C, 72/L6L/EEC & 75/268/EEC.
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tries to influence the use made of land released by farmers reaching retirement
?9€", (paragraph 2.L2) .
15. As regards Directive 75/268/EEC, the Commission indicates that the
compensatory allor.nces are fixed at, very different levels which cannot
always be justified by real variat,ions in the severity of the handicap.
Specif ic rcllems identif ied by the Commission
16. In a working paper such as the present which, in dealing with value for
money spent, must look at all the aspects of comrnon agricultural activity,
it is appropriate to list the problems identified by the Commission in
trying to work out an appropriate overall poJ-icy. These problems are:
- 
the onset of the economic recession;
- inflation which has added to costs of farm development plans;
- the less powerfuJ- appeal of industry to farm labourers i
- the divergencies in the economic development of the Member Statest
- the sharp upswing in farm land prices;
- 
regional industries hit by difficulties in a time of recession;
- 
insufficient budget resources (unfortunately not only for the CAp);
, - physical constraints such as water shortage;
- 
absence of adequate infrastructure, i.e. roads, etc.;
, 
- Iack of vocational training among agricultural workersi
- 
lack of effective technico-economic advisory services; and
- inadequate resources made available by certain Member States.
;
L7. With this litany of difficulties in mind, one is struck by the need to
ensure that everything possible is done to get best value for money spent. in
qelation to agriculture, to nudge production towards products which are under-
supplied in the community at. Present and, above alJ-, to make sure that there
is no pyramiding of 
"ostsl). rdentifying these desiderata is, admittedly,
easier than securing their achievement.
1)
-'For instance, at paragraph 79 of the Audit Board report on the 1976 accounts
reference is made to LhTo projects which were "motivated more by the
consequences of measures taken within the framework of the guarantee
section than by a desire for a genuine restructuring of the sector with
a view to increasing its productivity and reducing market intervention
meagures".
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state aid to aqriculture
lg,l As the following table shows, Member States' national expenditure in
reslEct of production (including advisory services and research) processing,
marketing and consumption of agriculture and food products in 1975, came
to a very considerable amount.
iilational & Corununitv expenditure, on aqricultural policies
in l-97 5
National expenditure
Production, processing e marketing
Consumption
Research & advisorY services
Social- insurance
Community expenditure
Guarantee
Guidance
Tota I
Total
5,972.3
1,116.9
4l-o.7
t,7 30.9
9,23O.8
4,727 .3
257 
-9
L4,2L6.O
1"9.. This particular aspect warrants close watching by the Commission
an4, indeed, by the Court of Auditors because the possibility exists
for Member St,ate activity to run counter Lo the objectives of the Community
budget. Whilst much of this aid is considered by the Conunission to be
in line with the aims of the Common Agricuttural Policy, there is a danger
that it could operate to aIt,er the conditions of trade to an extent that
would be contrary to the common interest.
20. As the Commission points orrtl at paragraph 324, state aid in the
form of income subsidies could tend to have protective effects and could
operate in a manner that would prevent agriculture from finding its proper
place in the general economic context and could delay the achievement of
the aims of the Common Agricultural Po1icy. The Commission goes on to
say that "such aid is very likely to affect trade betr^reen Member States and
to distort competition; it thus constitutes a considerable barrier to the
implementation and operation of the Common Agricultural Policy".
'|
^Th€ Agricttltural situation
I
1
in thc Community - L977 rePort
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Closinq of EAGGF accounts for earlier vears
fn the sixth financial report on the EAGGF for L976,
to the clearance and closure of accounts for earlier
gummarized. Briefly, the situation is as follows:
the situation in regard
financial years is
- the accounts for four periods 1967/68, L96A/69, second half
of 1959, 1970 are the subject of a special proposal for a
financial regrrlation (1) .
- 
the accounts for the 1971 and 1972 financial years were held
up because of certain diffieulties related mainly to the guesti'on 
-
of the degree of responsibility. of the community and the Member
States respectively in the case of e><penditure that is not in.
accordance with Community regulations; but these Eire noh,
considered closed, subject to a reservation arising from a
case brought befor. tfr. Court of Justice by France, cermany
and the Netherlands;
- 
final- verification of the 1973 accounts is virtually completed;
- 
for 1974, the scrutiny of the accounts was delayed until the
figures for the years 1973 and earlier had been sorted out;
- 
for 1975, a timetable for the despatch of the documents uras
agreed with the lrlember States: the material- shourld have
been transmitted by October 1976 but, in certain cases, only
arrived in late July 1977
22. Oh 12 l€ay Lg78, Parliament adopted the report(2) of the Corunittee on Budgets
which endorsed the Commission's proposal for a single financial regulation
to tidy up the EAGGF, Guarantee Section accounts for the period up to end
7970. In doing so, Parliament criticised the long delays in clearing the
EAGGF accounts, pointed out that excessive delays tarnish the image of the
Communities (and make work in regard to the control of irregul-arities more
difficult) and urged the Commission to take a1l necessary steps with a view
to e:gediting the clearing of the accounts for L973 and subsequent years.
23. Parliament is keenly conscious of the importance of the t.imely clearance of
accounts and had this in mind when adopting amendment No. 27 on
L5 December 1977 which added 37 B and c postq j-n all, in the DG VI area of
Commissioh activity. It would be interesting to learn how rapidly the Conmrission
managed to fill these posts.
(1)oo.. 360/77(2)po" 
. st/la
- 
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The economic effects of 'the aqri-monetarv, svstem
24. The unity of the cornmon agricultural market has been broken by the use of
green rates different from the market rates.
25. The use of lvICAs represents an attempt to enable the coinmon organization of
the agricultural .markets to continue operating despite different price
levels within the corunon agricultural market.
26- It is most important, from a budgetary point of view, to be abLe to aEsess
thg economic effects of the qri-rnonetary system. In a recent communicationl,
the Comrnission has endeavoured to carry out such an asEessment. However,
t-he results of the study are somewhat equivocal.
27. First of all, the Commission economists point out that whilst, in theory,
the introduction of the agri-monetary system shoul-d have offset the effect
of monetary funds on production and consumption. and while the situation on
ag;icultural markets would have been even more difficult were it not for thg
special measures taken, the theoretical implications are difficult to
quantify because there is virtually no basis for eomparing the actual
situation with the hypothetical one.
28. At paragraph 18 of this communication, the Commission points out that it is
difficult to deduce that the agri-monetary situation has been entirely
re5ponsible for any given production trend. At paragraph 23 it is indicated
that "it is difficult to discern the specific effects of the agri-monetary
system on food consumption". NevertheJ-ess, at paragraph 22 the text states
that the agri-monetary system has given rise to discrimination between
corlsumers in Lhe Community.
29. As regards the impact on the aLl-ocation of resources, the document states
that theoretical imptications are difficult to prove and at paragraph 27
it is stated that "an examination of the trend of production and the
relative shares of member states has not Ied to any definite conclusions',.
30. ftlis most important that the economic effects of budgetary decisions shouLd
be known. I'his is particularly true when the e>rpenditure invoLved constitut€s
a Considerable element of totaL Community resources. fhe Commission should
be lurged to continue their research into this aspect; indeed, when looking
at accounts for future years, the Court of Auditors could also perhaps
corlsider determining what technigues might most appropriately be evolved fof
taikling the problem of gauging the effect of conmunity er<penditure in the
dofiain of agricul-ture.
t3L. rn the following section, however, a preliminary effort is made to gauge
the impac+- of MCAs.
1 cot{(ze) 2o final
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some furth@
32. Monetary compensatory amounts have become one of the principal features of the
CAp, and are a source of much dispute. Applied originally to prevent
currency fluctuations affectingr producer and consumer prices, they have developed
to such an extent that the Community has been effectively cut up into different
price zones. Economically, the transfers involved in MCAs are quite straightforietard,
Consumers in countries with depreciating currencies receive a subsidy in the form
of MCAs equivalent to the difference between the price they would noncally have
to pay and the actual price. For countries with revalued currencies producers
receive a transfer of the same type and dimension, but which takes the forn of
a tax on consumers. Financially, the situation is not so straightforward-
Countries with depreciating currencies do not 'receive' I'lCAs because they are
paid usually to the e>q)orting country, vihere they are added to or subtracted from-
the MCAs applied in the e><porting country. Balance of payments arguments have
induced certain countries, to sacrifice their consumers to
obtain price advantages for their producers through MCAs.
33. Some countries argue that I,ICAs reduce inflation by subsidizinq consumer prices
and that this has the effect of stabilizing the exchange rate which in turir
limits MCAs. Others believe that subsidizing prices encourages consumPtion and
discourages domestic production and that the balarrce of palzments situation
deteriorates further through the effect of MCAs. According to this point of
view, if transfers are necessary they should be made through investment, wtrich
improves the competitive position of the economy and enables consumers to
purchase food at its fuIl cost.
34. In order to clarify the debate on MCAs, irrespective of their effect on j-oflation
and the balance of payments, it might be worthwhile to measure the size and
direction of transfers for the Communitv as a whcle. I'his is not easy to do
since production and consumption, exchange rates and representative rates all
vary. Using figures for production and consumption, which date from L975, aE
a model with which to calculate transfers along with the representative rateE
agreed at the L977 price review, certain pointers are seen. Production and
consumption of products covered by a price guarantee, for which l'tCAs apply,
were multiplied by the relevant guaranteed price. ALthough the figures are
fairly complete on the Community Ievel, Italian production is underestimated
since no data is available for certain products- For the total of
Community production and consumption the intervention price in units of account
was used, but for l,Iember States, prices tirere converted into national currencies
at representative rates. The totals of production and consumption in nagi-gnal'
currencies were then converted back into units of account at rePresentative
rates, added up to form a new Community total and this total compared witb'the
original total. rlrhe difference between the totalgof national production and
consumption converted at representative rates and the Community total found by
multiplying Corununity production or consumPtion by the intervention price
rateg should represent the transfer effect of I'4CAs. Itre results of this
exercise are given in the following table: PE 54.55L/fLn.
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Eur 9
Production &
SonsumPtion
at Interven-
tion prices
in u.a.
Millions u.a.
Eur 9
Sum of Member
States Produc-
tion & ConsumP-
tion using
representative
rates
Sum of Production and ConsumPtion
in l"lember States intervention
prices at rePresentative rates
D
Sum of Production and Consumption in Member States
intervention prices at representative rates
NL
Production 2789.9
ConsumPtion 4023'5
35. It would seem that the effect of representative rates is to raise the 
prodrrcer
price leveI L24/" above that wtrich it would be otherwise and the consuler 
price
Ievel by 5%. If r'lcAs were being used simultaneously to lower consumer 
prices
and raise producer prices then there might be some justification for the roechanism'
Asitis,theeffectisguitesimplytoraisethepricelevelintheCommrrnity,
whentheleve]-ofpriceisasubjectforthepricereview.l,heconclusioncoutrd
be that resources could better be used elsewhere'
3G. Turning to the Guidance section of the EAGGF, analysis in terms of transfers 
is
notsoeasy.Er<penditureonproductiveinvestmentisqualitativelydifferent
from ottrer tyPes of support. If aid is provided through interest-redrrced loans
or improvement grants, producers must still repay the rest of the capital cost'
and investment e:<penditure can then be considered as an incentive to saving
within the agricultural sector. But to the extent that investment grantE 
rrcu1d
havefoun<lproductiveuEeelsewhere,theystillrePresenttransfersintothe
agricultural sector. T,he economic cost of these transfers will be the difference
in yield between agricultural- investment and investment elsewhere' ftrese
preliminary reflections lead to a further look at the background considerations'
costs and policy objectives of the CAP'
Production
ConsumPtion
53 104.5
59187.9
597 2L.7
622sL.L
B/L
1961.6
2499.6
9932.2 25457 -8
13953.6 14719.9
rralo. r
15086.7
Ir DA
LO62.A 2325-0
664.5 L6-L0.2
UK
4752.3
9693 .0
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Backqround considerations on the CAP
37. Excessive weight of agricultural policy in the Community's budget and wastage
of public money by agricultural policy makers are iommon criticisms, and tbe
upheavals in world commodity markets (including key agricultural products
such as wheat, sugar and beef) inflation, unempJ-oyment and instability on the
exchange markets have done little to allay them. Criticism has concentrated
on cost to the exchequer, surpluses, consumer prices and food shortages, ard
the level of agricultural incomes, according to the r:ationality of the critic
and when it was made. Since the Community's budget is the e:<pression of
policy decisions taken for a particular sector, it would be useful to measure
respectively the financial and economic cost of the CAP, and try to rel.ate
costs to the principles and instruments of agricultural policy. In this rray
a clearer picture of costs that are 'justifiable' and those that are
'superfluous' can be obtained.
Measurinq costs
38. Measuring eosts, even in the wider economic sense, is not however sufficient.
Just as the budget e)q)resses policy decisions, so cnly alternative policy
decisions can substantially affect the 1evel of expenditure. ftrere have been
a number of proposals for changes to be made in the cAP, often quite radicel
in nature, and in examining them an attempt should be made to show how their
financiaL and economic effect might differ from existing arrangements. Before
doing so, it wiLl be necessary to make some preliminary definitions, to review
the conflicting aims of agricultural pol-icy and the economic instruments
availabl-e for measuring the efficiency of policy decisions made. (As well, it
must be reaLised that, in a paper auch as the present, questions can be put
but finding the anshrers is a longer-term exercise.)
By financial- cost is meant the sum of public expenditure on agricultural policy.
By economic cost is meant the effect of agricultural policy on the volume and
distribution of national income.
Policy ob-iectives
39. As far as the objectives of the CAP are concerned, the much quoted Articl-e. 39
of the Treaty remains the best starting point. A11 the instruments and
regulations which have been created under the CAP are only attempts to
achieve ttrese objectives. Even the three cardinal points of the CAP, free.
movement of goods within the EEC, Community preference over third countries,
. 
and Conununity financing of agricultural legisJ.ation, must be related to
Article 39, which states that the objectives of the common agricultural policy
shall be:
to increase agricultural productivity by promoting
technical progress;
(a)
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(b) thus to ensure a fair standard of living for the
agricultural community ;
, (c) to stabilize markets;
.
(d) to assure the availability of supplies;
(e) to ensure that supplies reach consumers at reasonable
prices.
4O. Furthermore, in working out the ccnunon agricultural policy and the special
methods for its application, account shall be taken of:
I
' (a) the particular nature of agricultural activity, which
results from the social structure of agriculture and
from structural and natural disparities between the
various agricultural regions;
. 
(b) the need t.o effect the appropriate adjustments by degrees;
(c) the fact that in the Member States agriculture constitutes
a sector closely linked with the economy as a whole.
4L. ftre five objectiveg of the CAP are a fairly classic enumeration of what
agricultural policy is supposed to achieve. In Britain, the 1947 Agriculture
Act sets out more or less the same objectives with the proviso that support
would be l-imited to, 'such part of the nation's food . as in the
national interest it is desirable to produce in the UK. I ftrus, evea whe11
general principles are being stated, specific agricultural problems of a
particular region can limit the scope of agricultural policy. For Britai-p,
heavy dependence on imports dictated many of the instruments adopted to
implement policy objectives. For the EEC it is necesgary to take into
account structural and natural disparities between the various agricultural
regtrons.
42. Eval.ueting agricultural policy reguires, therefore, a double approach;
firstly, the principles underJ-ying the policy must be examined to see whether
they are mutually coherent, and secondly, any special characteristics of a
particular policy must be related to the basic principles. ,
43. fhe five objectives laid down in Article 39 partialLy complement and partialJ.y
conflict with each other. fncreasing agricultural productivity by promoting
technical Progress must be the least controversial of all objectives, but when
it comes to defining how it is to be done or measuring progress, the problem
becomes more complex. Labour productivity can be raised quickly by injecting
additional Land or capital into farms. fn practice the supply of land j-s fixed
and increasing the size of farms can only be achieved through farmers leaving
agrlculture, which requires structural adaptation, whilst additional capital
merely replaces one factor of production with another. Even if labour productivity
increages, the overall productivity of resources (and therefore of agriculture,s
contrLbutLon to the economy) may not have changed. pE S4.SSL/ti.n.
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44. Ensuring a fair standard of living for the agricultural community is compatible
with stabilizinq markets, assuring the availability of supplies and ensuri-:rg
that supplies reach consumers at reasonable prices provided that it is actrieved
through increasing productivity as the Treaty states that it should. Ilowevcr,
using the price mechanism to increase returns to the producer will inevitably
have repercussions on the other objectives. Prices which would provide a
reasonable income for producers may very well not be compatible with
stabilizing markets. Increasing production to assure the availability of
supplies can only be achieved in the short term by raising prices, which in
turn will affect consumers. To a considerable extent, therefore, agricultural
policy must consist in a balancing act, setting off one objective against another,
lioping to reach a reaeonabJ-e compromise in the long term. It follows that at any
one point in time or for any one region of the Community, the balance may rrc)t be
exactly kept. Achieving an overall eguil-ibrium is the most that can be e:rpected
from agricultural PoJ-icY.
Eionomic Analvsis of Acricultural Policv
45. From the point of view of the national and Community exchequers, all expenAiture
is equal s-i-nce all requires revenue to be raised in the same way. ltle economic
effect of e:<penditure, nevertheLegs, varies according to the type of action taken
and according to the method of financing adopted.
46. Essential to the economic measurelnent of agricultural policy is the concept of
transfers, which may be either 'visible' through the mechanism of public
financing or'invisible' through, for instance, raising the price 1eveI for-
agricultural products above that which would trave pertained in a free market
gituation. Only the net or 'gIobal' effect is important from the economic
point of view.
47. In dealing with the EAGGF, Parliamentary control must concern itself more and
more with the economic impact; it is not enough to check that the
J
ercpenditure occurs on the lines shown in the annual budget. A special effort
must be made to ensure that economic management, in the broadest sense, is
sound and that wasteful or unproductive outlay is avoided. Of course, keen
attention will- need to be paid to irregularities whrch form the subject of
the fol-lowing section of the working document.
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Irreqularities
4A. Frauds - more euph6mistically cal-led "irregularities" - in the domain
of the EAGGF, or more usually al-legations of frauds, get wide coverage
in the press. Public opinion, Parliament and, indeed, all- the institutions
of the Comrnunity are concerned about such allegations which are frequentJ-y
made - but which are less frequentl-y proved to be well founded.
Responsibilitv for pursuinq irrecrularities
49. Under Community t"r(I), member states are required to take the necessary
steps to prevent irregularities and to recover sums vihere irregularities
have occured. Under Articles 3 and 5 of Regulation 283/72, member states
are obJ-iged to provide information on the working of the system of control
of irregularities. rn its most recent r"pott(2), the commission states
that the information system is working in a generally satiEfactory mannqr.
However, the Commission goes on to state that -"It is sometimes necessary
to remind certain member states of the deadlines to be met. ftre data
received also tend to omit details, sometimes of an elementarY tYPe, and
the Commission staff is obliged to ask for these details..-".
50. Itrese failures on the part of member states are to be deplored. It is to
be hoped that, henceforth, member states will endeavour to observe the
I' 
minimar requirements set out in ReguJ-ation 283//72. rndeed, the commission's
observations on the manner in which member states respect their obligations'
insofar as the pursuit of irregularities is concerned, l-eave something to
be desired. For instance, at table l-8 of COM(77) 591, which is surmarised
below, a situation wtrich is rather difficult to understand emerges. It 1
is surprising, to say the least, that in two major agricultural states only
1 and 5 cases of irregularities respectively, should trave been reported.
Cases of irreqularities reported
Member State
United Kingdom
Germany
Irel-and
Netherl-ands
France
Belgium
ItaLy
Denmark
Luxembourg
TOTAL
(1)nec Regulations 729/7Q, 283/72(2) covt(ll) 591 final, paragraph 7.1.3 .
]-26
9L
22
7
5
5
1
I
0
,:
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Breakdorfir bv cateqorv of these cases
51. Of the 258 cases concerned in the reports received hy the Commission,
148 concerned monetary compensatory amounts and 9 concerned accession
compensatory amounts. Trrro member states, the United Kingdom and Ire1and,
reported L44 of these. Non I"tcA or ACA irregularities reported numbered
only 109 cases in all. lhese "general" irregularit,ies were reported by
the foll-owing member states:
cermany 89
United Kingdom 6
Netherlands 5
France 4
Belgium 2
lreland 2
rtaly 1
l-09
No "general" cases urere reported by either Denmark or Luxembourg.
52. overall, this summary couLd be taken to reflect a certain uneveness in
the pursuit of irregularities in the sphere of the EAGGF in certain member
states. After all, irregularities can quite easily arise from the
incorrect appl-ication of what are highly complex regulations and procedures.
53. Ttre foLlowing table shows the growth in detection over recent years. This
trend is not necessarily an indication of a rise in the Level of frauds
but it does show that the need to follow up irregularities is being taken
more seriously.
The problem is that these cases may represent onry the tip of an iceberg:
therefore, everything possible must be done to keep up the pressure for
detection of irregularities and to improve methods of contror.
x Note: some cases overlap as between categories.
_ e3 _ pE 54.55L/tLn.
Sectors . . 
Number of Cases.
t97t L972 L973 79'/ 4 L975 r976
Cereal-s
Beef & Veal
Pigmeat
Milk Produets
Wine
Sugar
Fats & Oil
Eggs & Poul-try
Dehydrated
f oclder
Fruit and
vegetables
Others
2
4
2
9
4
5
-
1
't
26
1
18
2
1
I
2
63
2
4
11
2
2
3
;
67
7
L2
7I
L
L6
5
2
1
76
8
2
I1
a:
;
Sub Total: B 20 51 89 119 109
MCAs
ACA,s
3
't
23
3
l_48
3gGrand Total: x I 20 51 93 139 258
54. A remarkable feature of this table is the large number of cases reported
in the cereals sector while relatively few casies are signalled in the meat,
milk products and wine sectors wtrich are freguently the subject of nehrspaper
articles implying irreguJ-arities.
Amount of the irrecrularities reported
55. fhe following table shows the total-s, for recent years, of the sums
involved in the cases of irregularities reported:
Year
L97l
1972
L973
L974
L97s
I976
Total involved
u. a.
g, 234, 436
2,077,562
L,399,g2g
4, O22,766
2,547 ,592
5,560,929
of which
recovered
ar 31.12.L975
u. a.
8,009,459
662,ggl
57I,738
5 18, 973
522,332
L,664,465
56. ftre total amounts involved are not particularly great when regard is
had to the total size of the Community budget and to the complexity of
Community regulations which, by their very nature, could give rise to
fortuitous irregularities. rt is surprising that the total of irregularities
reported in 1976 comes to rather less than 0.1 per cent of the amount of the
appropriatj-ons available for the financial year, for the EAGGF.
57. An aspect which must cause some concern is the slow rate of recovery
of the sums jnvolved in the irregularities reported. Less than one-third of
t.he 1972 sum had been recovered four years later; of the 1974 irregularities
identified, only one-eighth had been recovered by the end of L976. Ttre
Control Sub-Committee would urge that a special effort be made to speed-up
procedures and to recover community funds far more promptJ-y.
Special Committee of fnquirv
58. A particular reference should be made to the work of the Special Committee
of rnquiry(l). Ttre Sub-Committee has already received four of its reports on
EAGGF Guarantee Section on -
milk and milk products,
oilseeds and olive oiJ-,
beef and veal, and wine.
These have been of a consistently high standard and have put forward many
worthwtril-e suggestions for tightening up on fraud and irregularities in the
management of the EAGGF.
(1)""a up by the Conunission on 3 october 1973 and which had its terms of
reference extended by Conunission on 5 March L975.
- 
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Points raised in the Audit Board's report on 1976 activitv
59. During 1976, the Audit Board carried out inspectionJ in f ive l.tember
states and made the following observations:
- 
rn one M€mber'EIfEEJtl" inspection of the f inancial and mat,erials
Lccounts kept by beneficiaries of aid from the Guarantee Section - which
is an important element in the fight against irregularities - is
entrusted to an internal audit body with only linited staff and which
earries out inspections of only certain sectors;
- 
in other Member states, information on the extent of the chegks
carried out on undertakings or the results of auditing operations
were not readily available;
- as regards the analysing of san\ples of Products for exgort, the Audit
Board found that the percentage of products analysed appeared to be
low and rather long delays occurred between taking samples and sub-
mitting the results;
- as regards the cost of public storaqe, the Audit Board found that,
in two Ivlember Statesr rates f or st,orage "had been f ixed by negotiation
and there had been no invitation to tender or examination of the
storage operators' costs and profit margins to check the validity of
these rates. ...
The storage costs declared by one lvlember State to the Commission were
the average of the prices put forward by the 70 tenderers and not the
Lower average of those put forward by the firms actually selected.
The effect of this was to increase the flat rate laid down by the
Commission for the reimbursement to l4edber States of the costs of
storrng cereals, since this flat rate ia precisely the weighted
average of the rates declared by the Member States."
The Control Sub-Committee agrees with the AuCit Board that reform of
theee m€thods is a matter for urgent action because there i8 "no
certainty that the amounts paid are fair and economically justified
nor, accordingly, that the management of the scheme is sound."
- as to accountinq svstems, the Audit Board noted that, in the case of one
Member State, "the way the accounts are drawn up makes it very difficult
and laborious to check individual- transactions and the accuracy of the
declared amounts to be paid from the budget of the EAGGF (Guarantee
Section). "
WhiIst reorganisation of the systemof accounts is underway, and transi-
tional procedures have been introduced, it is essential that the new
procedures be made effective as soon as Possible so that adequate
controls may operate.
laudit Board Report , L976, paragraph 67 (A)
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,-u"regardstheaidforth-econsumptionofbutter*,itisstipulated
that the aid should benefit'private ultimate consumers"' The Audit
Boardagreeswiththeviewexpressedbyone},lemberStatethatitis
impossible to verify that this Proviso is respected. The control
Sub-Committee agrees fully with the view of the Audit Board that
,,Thi.s is a further example of the illusion of the security of
Communityfundsgivenbypracticallyunenforceableprovisionsinthe
Regulat ions - "
This and similar Provisions in the
as soon as maY be-
Regulations shouH be amended
- as regards exports of butter, the Audit Board found that, in one
llember State, analysis of samples tdas not carried out for the purpose
of determining the fat content of consignments' Instead' recourse
washadtoastatisticalmethodwhich,intheviewoftheAudit
Board, was of an irregular nature. The Audit Board took up the
matterwiththeauthoritiesconcernedbutwasinformedthatthis
Member State has no'. intention of changing its practice.
- insofar as the 'butter boats' which olrerate shuttle services on short
routes within the comunity are concerned, these used to take on stocks
of butter on wtrich e><port refunds were paid(2). Ttris butter was
largel-ysold,duringthevoyage,toconmunityresidentswhoreimported
it without paying any duty. Ttre consd-Ssion took action after some
delay but the control sub-committee concurs with the view of the
Audit Board that "these forms of trade on board ship should be
prohibiEed entirelY".
- 
as regards aid to durum wheat, the Audit Board has urged that uniform
procedures for checks be operated with regard to verifying the
quality of the $rheat and the area sown: the control Sub-Corunittee
concurs in this.
- 
as regards the payment of aid for durum wheat, the Audit Board noted
(i) J-ong delays in the making of payments and (ii) that there !\'|ere
substantial sums being hel-d in special- accounts because of uncashed
cheques. 1r5e Control Sub-Committee agrees that ttrese issues strould
be cleared uP as soon as Possible.
lRegulations Numb ers LLSL/I 3(2)
Under ReguJ-ation No. L92/75
and 562/76.
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60. Ttre Audit Board was of the view that it was not within its responsibility
to question the political decisions which led to the creation of the common
agricultural policy. Therefore, it confined its role to an examination of tlre
implementing of the budget. TLre Control Sub-Committee is of the view that the
responsibility of the Court of Auditors under Article 205A second paragraph,
to examine "whether the financial management has been sound", entitles the
Court to take a broader view of its task.
61. The work of external control of e><penditure is a continuing ongoing
Processi therefore, the Court of Auditors will find it necessary to take up
the various files opened by its predecessor and follow on with the issues
broached by the Audit Board. At paragraph 67(8), the Audit Board set,s out a
sutnmary of the results of its investigations of the way in which certain aids
and e:<port refunds had been calculated. For ready reference, the key
conclusions of the Audit Board are set out below.
Aid to skimmed milk processed into casein or caseinates
62. In regard to this aid, the Audit Board was "forced to conclud.e from ti.e
information received that the data used for fixing the rates of aid granted
to producers of casein and caseinates are only remotely reLated to the actua-I
production position in the industry. ftris being so, it is unable to extract
from the documents relating to e:<penditure any assurance of good financial
management in this sector".
Aid to durum wheat
53. Having examined the background, the Audit Board came to the conclusioa
that "the e>glanation of the way in which the amount of aid for L976/77 was
determined fails to demonstrate that the aid was fixed at a level appropriate
to the circumstances".
E:<port refund for malt
64. This issue l^ras looked at in some depth by the Control Sub-Committee i-n
the past and the conclusions reached by the Audit Boarcl are endorsed; These
are as follows:-
"Unforeseen events can suddenly render unworkable a refund rate Laid down on the
basis of the market situation at a given moment. Ttris, while it is undeniably
true, highlighLs the need for reliable and constantly updated information on
market prices and developments, the need to react pronptly to ctranging
circumstances, and the risk inherent in fixing refunds in advance for long-
term e:cport licences.
In the present case, the Audit Board concludes that there uras a lack of sor:ad
fLnancial management, in that the Commission's sources of information were
apparently no'- good enough and it did not react as quickly as the e:<porters to
the changes in market conditions. Ttre Audit Board suggests that the Commission
should enoeavour to improve the quality of its information',.
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Common orsanization of the market in raw tobacco
G5. In this domain, the Audit Board b:<pressed surPrise "at the general
nature of the e:q>lanations given on the fixing of norm prices and the
apparent lack of any study aimed at establishing whether 'rational
management' has in fact gradually been achieved". flre Board considered'
moreover, that it is ,,obvious that there will be a certain propensity to
cultivate the varieties most in demand, which is in any case in l-ine with
the dictates of normal commercial practice. rhe method adopted for
establishing world prices on the basis of data provided by the Community
organizations concerned does not apPear to be the most tikely way of
obtaining objective information"'
Calculation of e><port refunds for butter
66. Ttre Audit Board's conclusions in regard to this market are as follows:-
,,The Commission makes a considerable effort to gather information on prices
paid for hutter on the various fragmentary markets in the world. T'he
information must by the nature of things be incomplete, especially in view
of the fact that a number of quotations are not published. Ttre Audit Board
is not convinced that it is in practice possibl-e to fix the rate of refunds
in strict compliance with ttre criteria set out in Section 72a of the present
report. It has doubts as to the effectiveness of the Commission's efforts..."'
E:<port refund on white suqar
67. Following are the Audit Board's concl-usions:
"sugar is another of those products for which e:<port refunds are fixed on the
basis of incomplete information regarding market conditions' It doubts whether
the tendering procedures can effectively ensure that e:<porters will not obtain
excessive refunds, particularly since the Commission has no information on
the contract prices actually obtained".
Audit Board's overall conclusions
6g. flae Audit Board drew attention again and again to the lack of c1arity in
the regulatj.ons which provide the framework for determining refunds' It
conmented several times on the imprecise nature of the systems and went on to
state that ',Tlhe replies to the Audit Board's questions have sometimes been almost
as vague as the regulations themselves. It emerges from the exPlanations given
that the Commission fixes rates of aid or e>$)ort refunds on the basis of
information which is incomplete or of dubious objectivity. While this is
unavoidable in cert,ain cases, there are others where the necessary investiga-
tions do not seem to have been sufficiently thorough'
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Ttre Audit Board is unable to conclude that financial management in the sec.lors
investigated has been sound in the sense of achieving the desired objectives
at the lowest possible cost or even, in certain cases, of achieving them at' al]--
It thus recomrnends that the Commission should reccnsider the implications of
these objectives together with the practical possibility of achieving them',.
Conclusions of the Control Sub-Comrnittee on this analvsis
69. Itre Control Sub-Commi+-tee noted with considerable interest these carefully
drawn conclusions of the Audit Boa::d vtrich, in its final report, set out some
of the difficulties which impede the Commission in its work on EAGGF (cuarantee
Section) manaqement. fhe markets concerned are relatively disorganized and
fragrnented, changes in trends occur rapidly and the basic reguJ.ations are
extremely complicated, difficult to interpret and lacking in precision. A
great deal- of work needs to be done to straighten out these shortcomings.
Indeed, it may well be that the sheer complexity of the basic regrulations is
an element resPonsible for the relatively Iow number of irregularities
reported, because the cornplicated nature of the arrangements are so invoLved
that the detection of bre=rc,:es is virtually impossible on an extensive scale
unl-ess a large tearn of accourrtants is j-nvolved"
Intervention aspects
70- Ttrere are three aspects on the intervention activities of the Community
which hrarrant being clarified. Buying into intervenr-ion is an indispensable
and integral element of th.e common Agriculturar poricy. whilst the
arrangements vary considerably, broadly speaking, when over-production on
the market has the effect of pushing prices dor.ncwards, buying in by the
intervention agencies is virtually inevitable. From the control aspect,
3 elements of information should be brought out fr'-lly if budgetary transparency
is to be fully ensured. These are:
the capital gain
of commodities;
the actual cost
buildings, plant
the interest on
or l-oss arising from the buying in and selling out
of storage broken down into its main constituents 
-
running cost and other overheads; and
the capital involved.
71. At a number of meetings earrier this year in the context of the
preparation of the Ryan t"pott(1), the committee on Budgets considered the
financing of intervention in some considerable detail. fhe Committee was
struck by the size of the sums involved and calLed on the Commission, in the
interest of budgetary transparency, to present a breakdown which rrrould show
separately the expenditure arising from normal storage costs, from
deterioration in storage and from interest charges.
1ro". 78/78
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72- The Committee on Budgets pointed out that persistent surpluses of
agricultural products should be avoided because these entail a waste of
resources and reflect unfavourably on overall Oommunity policy. As well,
the committee on Budgets considered that, a comprehensive review of
intervention arrangements is essential and it asked that the Cormnission
provide a report on the working of the system by the end of this year.
Furthermore, the Court of Auditors was asked to ccnment in detail on the
operation of the intervention agencies, in its annual report, from the
vierapoints of 'regularity of procedures, econony in the use of resources
and soundness of the fj-nancial management in responding tc Ccmnunity policy.
Parliament discussed this report in its sitting of 1I May and adopted the
resolution, put forward by the Committee on Budgets, on 12 !4ay.
73. Against this background, the Control Sub-Committee feels that further
in-depth examination 'of the intervention arrangelnents wi1l need to be made
by it when the conuniision's report becomes available towards the end of this
year and again when the Court of Auditors reports its findings in regard to
the system' As well, it is hoped that the provision of additional data in
the annual budget on the consdtuent elements of intervention erqpenditure
will add to budgetary transParency and will facilitate political control of
e:<penditure in this area.
Complexity of the requl-ations
74- Time and again, the Control Sub-committee has drawn attention to the
very'great complexity of the regulations in the sphere of agriculture. Ttris
complexity makes it difficult for traders and 
€or other interested parties to
appty the Conumunity rules in regard to agri-culLural products. As we11,
the detection of irregularities is rendered all the more difficult if the
basic rules are of an extremely compticated nature. Ttre view of the control
Sub-committee as to the complexity of the regulations in regard to the cAp
are reinforced 'by the conclusions of the Audit Board, in its final report,
set out at Paragraph 68 above. Iherefore, a strrecial effort must be made to
rationalize, simplify and codify regulations wtr,ich govern the application
of the community's agriculturar poricy. rt is recognised that this is a
compricated task which wirl take some considerable time to comprete;
nevertheless, the work mus! be pushed ahead with because greater clarity and
simplicity is essential from the auditing and control vievipoint and, indeed,
from the vieupoint of the effective administration of ommunity policy in
reLation to agriculture.
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PART EIGHT: EAGGF 
- GUTDANCE SECTION
1- Pursuant to Regulation (EEc) |zg/lol, the Guidance section of the
EAccF contributes to the financing of:
- 
'ioint schemes egreed on by the council to achieve the objectives of the
common agricultural policy (Art. 39 of the EEc Treaty), i.e. a modern
and competitive agricultural sector;
- 
-g-pe-caa]-meaggf.gg. agreed on by the Council before the adopt,ion of
Regulation 729/7O;
- individual proiects for improving agricultural structureE, aE laid
dovrn in Reguration L7/642, but which have graduarry to give way tojoi-nt schemes.
?hese objectives are,unfortunately, far from being achieved. Attention
should also be drawn to the following points:
the amount allocated to the Guidance section of the EAGGF totals
325m u. a. per annum 
- 
a ceiling that has remained unchanged since
L973;
(b,) the joint schemes and special measures have priority in the
allocation of funds;
(c) individual projects may be financed only to the extent that
cutlay on the financing of the joint schemes remains beIcru the
annual amount earmarked for the Guidance section of the Fund3.
Despite this, such projects again took up the bulk of available
funds in 1976. Experience has shown, in fact, as your draftsman
pointed out at the time of the annual discharge for the 1975
financial- y.^r4, that 'Member states are extremery reluctant to
submit to the constraints imposed by the Comrnunity's regulations',
chiefly because of the contributions they are required to make(from 35% Lo 75%) and the selection criteria irnposed upon them;
(d) in 1976 appropriations for the Guarantee section amounted to
5,570m u.a., a figure which serves to underline both the need
for a reform of the various financial instruments applied in
the field of common agricultural policy, and the demand ,to reduce
the budgetary imbalance between the Guarantee and Guidance Sections
of the EAGGF'S.
1o,l t, 94 ot 2a.4.70, p.13
2or r, 34 of 27.2.64, p.5g6
3Regulation (EEC) 729/7O, AxL. 6(4)
tvorting doeument on Chapter 5 (European Regional Development Fund) and
chapter 6, section rr (EAGGF 
- 
Guidance section) of the Audit Board,sReport on the accounts for the financial year 1975 (pE 47.591 fin.), p.7 et seg.
5pn q1.591 fin ., p.5, para. r
(a)
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Utilization of the funds
2. In the report on the accounts for the financial year J-9751, ,orrt
draftsman already pointed out that Regulation 729/7O provides for the
progreseive replacement of the measures designated as individual projects
by measures i.ntegr..rt-ed into a strucLural policy ( joint schemes and
special me;-rsures) .
T'l:e fo]lowing table is intended to show how far it was in fact
possible to implement in L976.
The figures shov,r clearly that individual reports, while constituting
the bulk of the aid @ccounting in absolute figures, for some 235m u.a.
in 1976), show a slight downward trend in comparison to 1975 in favour of
joint schemes, for which appropriations increased from l-4 Lo 26% of the
total. In absotrrte terms, however, the figures are extremely disappointing.
Your draftsman believes the Commission would do well to explain what
measures it i-ntends to take, possibJ-y vis-i-vis the various Member States,
to speed up this process, which is specifically provided for under
Community legislation and is in accordance with the principles on which
the common agricultural policy is based. He would also like to
reemphasize a number of general points which he considers essential in
assuring proper administration of the Fund:
(a) In the first p1ace, it is important to stop EAGGF appropriations
from being used to finance structures which fall outside its
terms of reference, or have no connection with the aims of the
Guidance Section.
1 s". footnote 4
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rt is worth pointing out in this connection that Mr Albertini,
draftsman for the conrnittee on Agriculture, said in his opinion on
the sixth Report on the EAGGF for L9761 ahua i-- seemed ,illogical
for the community to have financed in 1975 and r97G many projects
in the milk and mirk products sector, resulting in the creation of
further surpluses, .
(b) rt is also surprising that, despite the observations made at the time
of the 1975 discharge on the delays in the entry into force of the
direct'ive of L7 April L972 on the reform of agriculturar structures,
only limited community intervention was granted under this directive
even in L976.
(c) Lastly, with a view to providing a picture of the community,s agricurtural
poricy which more accurately reflects its object.ives, the greatest
attention must be paid to ensuring that Fund help does not go to finance
projects of a non-Comrnunity nature.
the commissiqr is asked to corunent on a1l these points, and, where
possible give reasons for its tardiness and failure to meet its commitments.
3. As regards the allocation of funds amongst the various Member States,
the folloruing table, drawn up on the basis of figures for individuar projects
only, shows the percentage shares for 1975 and 1976 worked out on the basis
of total grants.
L975 L976
No. of 7"of total No. of /. og iotaf
Projects funds granted projects funds granted 
., 
'
Germany
Belgium
Denmark
France
Ireland
Italy
Luxembourg
Netherlands
L7L 2L.3
62 5.4
2L 4.2
63 18.3
37 5.1
155 27 .8
1--
56 5.0
L77
76
33
82
96
203
2
35
104
18. 5
5.4
3.9
16.5
8.6
32.7
4.6
9.8United Kingdom L26 lI.B
TotaL 692 100 808 I00
lm s: .229 fLn. 
- 
p.5, point c
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In this connection your draftsman would refer once again to
I'tr Albertini's opinion on the Sixth Financial Report on the EAGGF for
1L976-, where the point is made that 'the percentage of grants allocated to
the less-favoured regions is out of proportion to the needs' ; the Commission
should explain what it intends to do to correct this anomaly and, at the
same time, why this distortion arose.
Points from the Audit Board's report
4. As regards the Audit Board, the following points may be made:
(a) Financinq of individual proiects
- 
L976 was the first year in which the EAGGF committed all the
apporpriations at its disposal. Your draftsman considers that this is
at last a positive development.
- 
fhe rate of payment (at the end of L976) however, was not satisfactory,
amounting to 36.9% of the appropriations committed since the Fund
became operational. whilst this continues to represent a slight
improvement over past years (at the end of L975, payments amounted to
' 36.4% of the total); however this improvement has been so slow that
your draftsman feels that he must urge the Comrnission to speed up the
rate of payment.
- 
Moreover, it is of particular significance that, on the basis of the
67 verifications carried out, the Audit Boerd made a point of
stressing that 'the comments made in previous reports have been
confirmed once again this y"ar'2. It refers to 'the summary nature
of dossiers prepared by national departments', 'considerable
unjustifi-ed delays', 'lack of any incentive element on account of the
beneficiary's market position', 'investments only remotely related to
agriculture itself', 'financing of projects for the marketing of
products not subject of the common organization of markets' and
'failure to adjust the Community contribution to take account, of
reductions in costs' .
It is particularly i-mportant in this connection that the Commission:
- 
Insist that the Member States prepare their supporting documents
with greater accuracy;
-.Take steps itself to ensure that the ad.ministrative procedures
are concluded more rapidly.
Your draftsman agrees with the Audit Board's assertion that there
is no valid justification for a ten-year implementation period.
Any funds that have still not been utilized after three years
should be automatically withdrawn.
1 pE sg .229 fLn.r page 5, point b
2
Report on the accounts for the financial year | 976 
- 
page 115
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select the most valuabre projects in order to ensure that the
Community funds play a decisive role.
Act consistentry in cases where nationar aid is cut back by making
a proportional reduction in Community participation
cheek that the projects effectively meet the specific needs of
agriculture and satisfy the provisions contained in the Fund
Regulation.
Finally, in reading the observations made by the Audit Board,
your draftsman notes that certain shortcomings in the management
of the other funds (e.g. the Regional Fund), apply also to the
EAGGF. Ttris is shovrn, inter aria, by the difficulties which the
Audit Board claims to have hadl in its contacts with the lr4ember
States.
Your draftsman would recall that Article 9 of the basic reguration
specifically requires the active cooperation of national administra-
tions in supervision undertaken by Community bodies 2.
, 
- 
Ivlore generally, the commission should make every effort to seek,
. in this sector too, as requested by the European parliament on
" numerous occasions, effective coordination of policies implemented
by it in the various fields, paying particular attention to not
financing initiatives and projects whose aims may be contrary to
exis+-ing policy 3.
(b) Financinq of special measures and ioint schemes
- 
The Audit Board refers to having undertaken 25 verifications
involving a total of 7.9m u.a.
- 
According to the Audit Board, a number of difficulties emerged,
attributabre in the main to the refusal of the EAGGF,s services
to transmit essential documents which, since they were not
considered binding in nature, would not in any case constitute
administrative measures of the kind referred to in Articre 99 of
the Financial Regulation 4.
I
-See footnote 10, p.L2L, para. 92)
-Regulation (EEC) 729/7O, Art. 9(1): ,Member States sha1l make availableto the Commission all information required for the proper working of theFund and sha1l take all suitable measures to facil.itatl the supervision
which the Corunission may consider it necessary to undertake hrithin theframework of the management of Community financing, including inspections
on the spot'.
3Attention should be drawn here to the fact that the Audit Board points
out that the records make no mention of any study of possible dilcordancesbetween t-he policies pursued in the Guarantee and Guibance Sectors 
-see footnote 1O 
- 
p.I15, para. 78
4see footnote 10 
- 
page I23, para. 75
- 
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your draftsman considers that this problem, which does not, incidentally'
affectonlytheEAGGF,shouldberesolvedthroughclosercooperation
between the various services and institutions of the community' He
thereforerequeststheCommissiontoadoptamorehelpfulattitude
in future, particularly in the 1i9ht of its frequent statements to
this effect, by doing its best to accommodate requests made necessary
bY the requirements of control'
- 
other comments concern the conformity of Member states' legislation
andregulationswiththedirectivesinforce;theeffectivenessof
supervisionundertakenbythem;andthevalidityofthecheckscarried
outbytheCommissionfollovlingthediscoveryofcertaininadequacies
in the background documentation'
Theseinadequacies,whichwerealsofoundwhentheBoardcaneto
. look at the 'individual projects" have been discussed above'
Conclusions
5. Your draftsman endorses the Audit Board's view that external control
should involve more than just the accounting aspect of matters with the
implications that that has as regards supervision and the eligibility of
appropriations.
He would point out that the number of verificatiorts (67 individual
projects, plus the 25 dossiers relating to special measures and joint
schemes) is still far too small in relation to the projects financedl
He would also draw renewed attention here to two points which he
already raised in connection with the discharge for the 1975 accounts'
namely:
(a) the introduction of a simpler and. more efficient financing system
that will provide more of an incentive to lvlember states and
recipien+-s;
(b) determining the appropriations to be allocated to Fund projects
in keeping with requirements and as part of the budgetary procedure'
Tn L976 the total number
corprising approPriations
appropriations (808) -
of ind.ividual projects alone was L,L82,
carried forward or reinstated (374) and new
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.PART NINE: DEVELOPMENT AND cooPERATIoN POLICY
I. INTRODUCTION
1 ' The budgetary presentation of cooperation and development appropriations
did not reflect, in 1976, the coordinated community policy that parliament
and the Commission would like t,o see in this area, and this is still the
case even in 1978- The fact that the appropriations are still divided
between Title rx, Title vr and the EDF, which is not incorporated in
the budget, is the result of opposition from the council and its reructance
to reform budgetary structures which are no longer appropriate. This
year's working document on the subject will therefore still have to be
divided, illogically, into two parts: deveropment aid and deveropment
fund s.
II. Part I 
- Deye.Iqpment aid
2. Appropriations entered under this head in the general budget showed
. 
an increase of 3.3% Ln 1975 but 2O.3L% remained unused. Food aid was
the main cause of this dismal performance. Neverthel-ess, the commission
saw fit to obtain the formal agreement of t,he coun,..i-I before committing
any aPPropriations for aid to the non-associated ueve.l,oping countries.
Since no conditions were attached to these appropriations in the remarks
column of the budget 
- for example freezing or token entries 
- the comrnission
was far too cautious in the exercise of its responsibilities, with the
result that no,palzments could be made for that financial year..
rn Parl-iament's view there is a clear distinction between the measures
under Title rx, for which appropriations were entered on parliament,s
initiative, and t.he measures for which the council claims responsibility.
rt is interesting to note the Audit Board's remarks on the management
and control of the funds earmarked for each of these two categories.
3' The first category 
- appropriations entered on parliamentrs initiative
- consists primarity of aid to non-associated developing countries in the
form of financial cooperation or specific projects, and aid to the develop-
ing countries by non-governmental organizations.
The Audit Board's remarks on these measures and the commission,s
replies indicate that the management \^ras generally 
.satisfactory, the
rate of utilization of appropriations reasonable, bearing in mind tha
apecial circumstances involved, and the control measures as stringent
aa can be expected. The Control Subcomnrittee was satisfied from its own
inveetigations that the measures involving non-governmental organizations
were properly managed and effectively controtled.
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4. In the case of the measures for which the Council claims responsibility,
however, the Audit Board is highly critical of the management and control,
and its criticisms are not refuted by the Commission. Its views on food
aid can be summed uP as follows (paraqraph 103):
- incorrect estimation of appropriations
- Iateness in launching and executing aid
unsatisfactory mobilj-zaticn procedures
- failure to recover the costs of delay
- 
inadequate control over the utilization of aid and the emploYment
of counterPart funds.
5., parl-iament, too, has often expressed concern about these appropriations,
especially those earmarked for food airi. It is clear from various written
and oral questions and from discussions j rr the Control Subcommittee that
the way the appropriations are used is not necessarily consonant with
food aid reguirements; that the control, based chiefly on reports by the
recipient countries, does not provide an adequate guarantee that the
funde are not used for purposes other than those pursued by the Corununity;
and that the utilization of the appropriations is rr.gnly sporadic and
does not take Parliament's wishes into accou"tl.
6n In view of this deterioration in the quality of management and control
of appropriations which the Council would like to see removed from
parLiament,s power of co-decision, your rapporteur ProPoses that the util-iza-
tion of all appropriations earmarked for development aid should be the
sole responsibility of the Commission under an overall Community policy-
This policy would be spelt out in indicatj-ve multiannual programmes and
implemented by the commission, using appropriations provided for by the
Budget Authority. This would have the particular advantage of eliminating
the long delays caused every year by the Councit's failure to reach decisions-
7. As regards food aid in particular, last year's comment that any
suspicion that Community food aid was being used to dispose of CAP surpluses
woul-d be politically unacceptable still applies.
I
1' 14*
: food
u.a. provided for
aid for the 1977
under Chapter 100 by parliamentary amendment
financial year have been deleted.
for
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In view of the Council's refusal to undertake the necessary reforms,
the problem of the budgetary relationship between the EAGGF Guarantee
Section and food aid arises once again this year. The following tahle
gives an idea of the 'financial juggling', 'chaotic management' and
'erratic movements of appropriations' mentioned in previous reports.
I{ovements of appropriations between
EAGGF - cuarantee Section and Food aid
( refund s )
of 60.9m u.a.
I
transfervof 6Om u.a.
L974transferof64mu.a.#automaticcarry-forward
L97 5
non-automatic carry- forward
of 63.2m u.a. - Item 6201
I
JL976 surplus from Ch. 6O-5L-63-64
transfer of 1g4m u.a. to Chl.62 _+ transfer of 42.4m u.a.
from Ch. 
,62 to Ch.. 92
I
Iv_deletr-on ot an aPProPrLa-
tion of 47.6m u.a.
8. The AudiL Board rightly considers that the abnormal movements of
funds were caused by questionable use of the transfer and carry-forward
procedures rather than errors in the estimates of expenditure. To ensure
that the secticn ef the budget relating to food aid ceases to be regarded
as a 'reservoir' which can supply or absorb excess appropriations from the
EAGGF Guarantee Section, the Council is asked to reconsider its position
on the Commission's proposals that the expenditure for food aid refunds
be charged to Title 9 of the Budget.
Part II : The Development Funds
9. In this sector, the subcommittee has made a special effort to reducc
the problems caused by the delays in discharge drlcisions which the Audit
Board mentions in paragraph 123 of its report. It instructed I,1r Bangemann
to draw up a report on ways of improving parliamentary control of the
European Development Funds. The report proposes that greater emphasis be
placed on the political character of parliamentary control and that on
the basis of the results of internal and external technical control, the
main stress should be laid on an assessment of what has actually been
achieved so that practical measures can subsequently be taken.
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10. The main implication as far as the drafting of the present working
document is concerned is that it differs from the Audit Board's report,
for example, in that it does not contain a list - often repetitive -
of management errors and shortcomings, but provides an overall assesgnent
and takes both the negative and the positive aspects of management into
account. It can thus proPose practical political measures-
A. General
E94
11. Developnent aid has been a pilot area for the use of the EUA, since
the Council clecided that the EUA should be used for the Convention of
Lom6 with effect from 21 April 1975. This has had the effect of delaying
the budgetization of the EDF. The experience obtained in this field can
thus be applied to the whole of the general budget now that the EUA is to
be used to an increasing extent.
L2. There are two aspects to this question. First, as has also been
found in the case of the ECSC, accounting operations during the period
of transition from the u.a. to the EUA are complicated and even to some.
extent falsified - for example when the Commission converted into EUA aII
the previous figures that had been shown in u.a.. The Audit Board points
out that the overall effect of this oPeration has been to reduce the
balance available for payrments in excess of commitments previously made
in the currency of the recipient countries. Furthermore, conversion makes
it impoesible to analyse accounts since the figures shown are not readily
comparable.
13. A further point is that the introduction of the EUA in the management
of the EDF eliminates the problems arising from the instability of currencies.
flowever, exchange losses can be avoided only if the conversion rate applied
is the rate applicable at the date of the operations in question. The
Audit Board points out in paragraphs 139 and 140 of its report that this
is not always the case.
EIB
L4. Under the association agreements, the EIB has extensive responsibilitiee,
relating not only to Iending from its own resources but also to the manage-
ment of a rrumber of projects financed by the EDF, particularly in the form
of risk capital. It also administers loans from its own funds that are
eligible for interest rebates financed by the EDF. Finally it has a mandbte
for the recovery of eapital and interest on special loans.
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15. Operations financed from EDF resources and administered by the EIB
are subject to the control stipulated in the Bank's statutes for a1l its
activities. rn other words, in practice the Discharge Authority has
no control over the management of this part of the EDF, since the jurisdiction
of the Audit Board and the court of Auditors does not extend to the
activities of the EIB.
16. In its brief comments on the management of the EIB, the Audit Board
draws attention to the arbitrariness of the accounts in the case of revenue
derived from interest on special loans and repayable aid, which is a misuse
of the concept 
:t - 'reserve'.
L7. The Discharge Authority cannot accept t,hat part of the funds for
whose utilization it is responsible should not be subject to its control.
The rapporteur considers that the EIBI s report on the implementation of.
the projects financed from the EDF and managed by the Bank should at least
be forwarded to.Parliament, the latter reserving the right tc exercise
additl,onal control .
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18. The overall allocation for each EDF is shared out among the various
recipient States'according to a fixed scale. Each recipient State must,
of course, be paid the total appropriat,ion to which it is entitred. Thb
considerable delays that occur in the management of the EDF, for variouS
reasons which are explained by Lhe Audit Board, mean that there is constant
uncertainty as to the exteht to which t,he appropriations have been utilized.
19. The Commission, with the backing of the Audit Board and parliament,
has introduced a ceiling on current operat,ions and the allocations for
the second and third EDF. rt would arso be useful, as the Audit Board
points out, for the commission to avoid taking any further commitment
decisions and to allocate the bal-ance availabre to the third EDF.
B Proiect !4anaqement
20. In Paragraph I41 of its report the Audit Board repeats the severe
criticisms made in previous reports concerning the planning and execution
of projects. It is the Audit Board's task to draw attention to the negative
aspects of management. parl-iament,, for its part, must be able to form
a general pieture of the management in the liqht of the Audit Board,s
criticisms and the Commission,s replies.
2L. An essential factor mentioned both by the Audit Board and the Commission
is that the management of the EDF benefit.s from the years of experience 
.
)
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which make Community development aid an example and a model for similar
institutions throughout the world.
Nevertheless, there are still a number of problems to be resolved.
In particular the new Lom6 Convention and its implementing regulation
(the financial regulation of the fifth EDF) must ensure compatibility
between the legitimate claims of the ACP States to sovereigrnty and their
participation in the management of EDF appropriations at the planning
and imptemerrtation stages. The Commission must also give greater attention
to the problem of palzments exceedj-ng appropriations, which are sometimes
the result of inflation but can also in certain cases be attributed to
inadequate preliminarY studies.
IlveE!s93!
22. The management of appropriations earmarked for investment raises
first and fcrremost the question of the cost effectiveness of the proiects
financed.
The project for the construction of four bridges in, the congo Basin
shows how much the success of a project can depend on the policies of
the government of the recipient ACP State.
But the cost effectiveness of projects can also depend to a large
extent on an 'over-optimistic initial projection of the development
possibilities', as was the case, according to the Commission, with the
dam-building project in eastern I"lauritania. It should be pointed out
in connection with this project that the Commission's remarks on the
cost effectiveness of the dams does not take account of the inspection
reports mentioned by the Audit Board.
23. Technical control by delegations should in principle enable the
Commission to assess the financial terms and the success of projects.
This is, indeed, generally the case. The Audit Board, however, mentions
certain shortcomings in the control exercised by delegates:
(a) In the ease of the horticultural project in Gabon the utilization
report requested from the Libreville delegation had still- not been
submitted three years after the EDF aid had been terminated, which
makes it difficult to assess the cost effectiveness of the project.
(b) Construction of the Doba-Sahr road: the information obtained on site
by the local delegate was not sufficient to enable the Commission to
make a proper assessment of the undertakingls firrancial situation.
Becauae of the crucial role played by delegates in the supervision
and control of operations financed from the EDF, it is essential for the
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Commission to have fult eontrol over this instrument. The inspection
visits to be carried out in the coming year could incrude a check on
the reliability of locaI delegations.
9g49Er
24. The Committee on Development and Cooperation, in conjunction with the
subcommittee, expressed interest in the eontrol of the utilization of
sums transferred under the STABEX system and also the methods of calculation
and the criteria and statistics used to determine these amounts. A more
detailed inspeetion will be carried out on the basis of an ad hoc report
by the Court of Auditors.
939
25. Parliament's efforts to eliminate the shortcomings criticized by the
Audit Board have led the Comrnission to submit a proposal for the reform
of the EAC's statute. Consultations are currently taking place between ;
the Commission's departments and relevant parliamentary organs with a view
to evolving a system which would take account primarily of the requirements
of budgetary transparency but also of the specific tasks to be carried out.
C. Entrv into force of the Lom6 Convention and diecharqe in respect of the
26. The Lom6 Convention lras sigmed on 28 February 1975 and entered into
force on I April 1975. The joint application of Article 31(3) of the internal
agreement of 11 July 1975 and the new ArticLe 2o6(b) of the EEC Treaty
ae amended by the Treaty of 22 July 1975 has completely reversed the division
of responsibilities between the Council and Parliament: the decision to
grant a diecharge for the operations of the fourth EDF is now t.aken by
Parliament al-one, simply on the Council,s recommendation.
27. The budgetary management of the fourth EDI' in 1976 can be summarized
as follows:
- Total allocation for the
fourth EDF : 3,I5Om EUA
- Total commitments for the
rinancial relr ' 
,. ,.rriZ'r':::'JI"ation
and 93 financing decisions)
- Firm commitments : 134.474m EUA
(4.27% of the allocation)
- Palzments : 97 
'47m EUA
(3.O9% of the allocation)
- 
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2A. Except in the case of special aid, for which 95.5% of the allocation
has been committed, there is a considerable delay in the utilization of
the appropriations, particularly if the commitments enter6d into in the first
year of the third EDF are taken into account. The delays in the case of
subsidies, special loans and risk capital are particularly marked.
29. It is undoubtedly too soon yet to Pass any comlTrent on these delays'
However, it has now become Parliament's responsibility to seek the cause
of these delays, particularly since the experience gained with the EDF
is used as a model when assessing the rate at which appropriations under
the other cooperati.on agreements are utilized'
30. No!, that negotiations on the renewal of the Lom6 convention are in
progress, it must be pointed out that Parliament wilL be unable to carry
out its overall responsibility for the Community budget
- 
if the EDF is not entered in the budget
- 
if the arrangements for this budgetization do not take account of the
powersr of the Budget AuthoritY
- if it is not provided with the necessary means to carry out its
responsibility for budgetary control.
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Draftsman of the opinion: Mr K WAWRZIK
on 2l september 1978 the committee on Development and cooperation
appointed Mr K. IIIAWRZIK draftsman.
The committee considered the draft opinion at, its meeting of
21 September 1978 and adopted it unanimously.
Present: I4r Bersani, chairman; Mr Lagorce, vice_chairman;
Mr Wawrzik, draftsman; Mr Bfoeksz, Lord Castle, Mr Dewulf, Mrs Dunwoody(deputizing for Lady Fisher of Rednal), Mr F,IEtmig, M, Martinelli,
I"1r Osborn (deputizing for Lord Reay) , Mr prescott, (deputizing for
I,Ir Dondelinger) and ttr Vergeer.
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1. rn the second volume of the report on the accounts of the 1976
financial year followed by the replies from the Institutions, part two
of which deals with the European Development Fund, the Audit Board begins
by stating that the Commission of the European Communit,ies has made'
considerable progress in drawing up the balance sheets and accounts for
the 1976 financial year and in forwarding them to the Audit Board.
It is, however, regrettable that the Audit Board's reguest that
the minutes of the meetings of the EDF Committee should be communicated
to it has not been fully complied with.
2,. Moreover, the Commission stil1 appears unwilling to provide the
Audit Board with the list of visits carried out by officials of
Directorate-Genera1 VIII. Although the Commission has agreed to forward
to the Audit Board the guarterly programme of financial inspection
visists carried out by the Finance and Administration Unit of the
Directorate-General for Development, it refuses to make available
reports drawn up following what are known as administration and action
visits designed to examine the conditions under which the projects are
carried out.
In its reply the Commission states that the lack of information
regarding EDF Committee meetings is due to a misunderstanding on the
Commission's part. Henceforth the Commission will send the detailed
minutes of EDF Committee meetings in ful1 to the court of Auditors.
. In future, the quarterly programme of financial inspection visits
carried out by the Finance and Administration Unit of the Directorate-
General for Development will be forwarded to the Court of Auditors.
3. Your committee welcomes this as a step in the right direction
but suspects, nonetheless, that without the creation of a control
body such as the Court of Auditors the longstanding requests of the
Audit Board, which were made solely in the interests of proper control
and which have had the unwavering support of the European Parliament,
would not have been complied with.
.. The Audit Board also complains of the excessive delay (from 3
to 6 months) by Directorate-General VIII in answering its guestions.
llhe Commission replies that steps have been taken by the Directorate-
General for Development to remedy this situation as far as possible.
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Finally, the Audit Board complains that it has had to contend with
deraying and even obstructive tactics regarding the provision of
suptrrcrting documents rerating to the system for stabirizing export
earnings (srABEx). Your committee is deeply concerned by these conunents
in view of the fact that as a new system sTABEx should operate properry
and the slightest justified criticism could jeopardize its continuation
in the new Lom6 Agreement.
4. Itlore serious stirl are the Audit Board,s complaints concerning
discrepencies in cross-checks between the statistics of the ACp countries
and those of the EEC. sinee payments made under sTABEX are based
entirely on statistical data it is essential that the Audit Board or
the court of Auditors should be given every facility in verifying
the accuracy of these statistics.
rn its reply the conrnission admits that the Audit Board has
accurately described the disparities between the import and export
statistics thereby implying that it agrees with the Audit Board,s
criticism.
Consequently, the Commission's unwillingnes! to draw up a statement
on the various procedures followed in carrying out the cross-checks
stipulated by the Lom6 convention is very disturbing. rn defence of
its position the Commission submits that there is no justificat,ion for
making the cross-checking operations more formal by drawing up a statement,
eince such a statement is not required under the terms of the
Lom6 Convention.
5. The Commission states that it is unable to draw up ad hoc documents
specially intended for the court of Auditors. rt points out that, as
the stage of cross-checking with the ACp countries largely takes the
form of discussion with the representatives of the Acp countries
concerned, all the points taken into consideration could be
communicated verbal-J-y to the court of Auditors by the commission.
Your committee is not entirely convinced by the Commission,s
arguments and it would like to be informed of the reaction of the
Court of Auditors on this point.
6. The Audit Board's remarks on the general accounts of the four
Funds are very simirar to those already set out in preceding reports.
They concern, in particular:
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- 
the inadequacy of the preliminary studies;
- 
the slow rate of letting and execution of contracts;
- 
the unsatisfactory supervision of works in progress;
- 
ill-timed changes in investment progranmes i
- 
the absence of penalties for late performance;
- 
the poor liaison between capital projects and training schemes;
- 
the irresponsibility of certain consultaney firms;
- 
the unsuitability of various projects for loial- conditions and
failure to utilize completed installations;
- 
the abnormal delays affecting the financial and accounting closure
1
of contracts and Projects.-
7. your committee is aware that a report such as that drawn up by
the Audit Board runs the risk of giving a false impression of the
activities of the Development Fund, since projects criticized are
dealt with at length whereas most of the successful projects are passed
over in silence. However, it is disturbing to read that the Audit
Board feels that in too many cases the criteria for selecting projects
have been undermined by political and economic pressures from the
beneficiary countries.
llhe Commission rejects this criticism. It points out that,
particularly wittr regard to the Fourth EDF, projects were selected
within the framework of the development plans and progranmes drawn up
by the AcP states pursuant to Article 51 of the Lom6 Convention
(see Annex).
Ttre Commission goes on to state2:
'For each State a target programme was drawn uP by agreement between
the two sides. Ttris target progratnme was then discussed with representatives
of the Member states, with a view to coordinating their policy on
development aid with that of the Community.
Therefore it can reasonably be claimed that in the choice of projects
for the fourth EDF the desired objectivity was observed as fu}ly as
possible.'
your committee is not totally convinced by this answer and cannot
see what legal grounds the Commission could have for opposing projects
chosen by an ACP State where it feels that the choice is too
politically motivated.
^ Report of the Audit Board on the accounts for ttre L976 financial
year 
- Doc. L32/78-LII - Volume T\.,o - Paragraph 141, p. 15
2 Do..132/78-rrl - volumc Tto - commission's Reply - paragraph 142, p. 1o
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8- Details of analysis of the various projects can be found in theAudit Board's comments and the commission,s replies. rn many instances
the commission has undoubtedly been abre to explain the difficulties
encountered in implementing certain projects.
9. With regard to scholarships and training courses, the Audit
Board complains that, contrary to normal practice in bilaterar or
international aid funds, candidates proposed for scholarships by
the ACP states are not selected on the basis of an examination. This
omission not only reduces the success rate of the scholarship holders
but also excludes any semblance of social equity.
According to the wording of the current agreement, the ACp countries
are solely responsibre for proposing candidates. candidates must,
of course, meet the aeademic requirements for admission to the university
or college.chosen. However, the Audit Board,s comments are perfectry
valid and it might be advisabre to revise the text in guestion when
renewing the LomS Convention.
10. Your committee wishes to thank the Audit Board for its work.
It welcomes the fact that most of the Audit Board's staff wi1I, henceforward,
be r+prking for the court of Auditors. rt is convinced that the experience
these officials have acquired wilr enable the court of Auditors to
provide highly effective control very quickly.
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1.
ANNEX
A+TTCLE 51 OF THE LOUE CON\IENTrON
community aid, which is comprementary to the Acp states, own
efforts, shall be integrated in the economic and social development
plans and programmes of the said states so that projects undertaken
with the financial support of the community dovetair with the
objectives and priorities set by those States.
At the beginning of the period covered by this convention,
Community aid sha1l be programmed, in conjunction with each recipient
state, in such a rray that the latter can obtain as clear an idca
as pcrssillle of l-hc aid, in particular as re<;ards the amount apd terms,
it can expect dur-irrrJ that period, and especially of specifie objectives
which this aid may meet. This programme shalr be drawn up on the basis
of proposals made by each AcP State, in which it has fixecl its objectives
and priorities. Projects or prograrnmes already identified on an
indicative basis may be the subject of a provisional timetable as
regards preparation.
The community indicative aid programme for each ACp state shall
be drawn uP by mutual agreement by the competent bodies of the Community
and those of the AcP state concerned. rt shall then be the subject of
an-exchange of views, at the beginning of the period covered by this
convention, between the representatives of the community and those of
the ACP State concerned.
This exchange of views shall enable the ACp state to set out its
development policy and priorities.
The aid Progralnmes shall be sufficiently flexible to enable account
to be taken of changes occurring in the economic situation of the various
AcP States, and any modifications of their initial priorities. Therefore,
eaeh programme may be reviewed whenever necessary during the period
covered by this Convention.
These progratnmes shall not cover the exceptional aid referred
to in Article 59 or the measures for stabirizing export earnings
referred to in ?itIe II.
2.
a
4.
5.
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